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I_ By PHILIPPE R. SPALART j
Summary ;,
The numerical solution of the Euler or Navier-Stokes equations by Lagrangian "vortex
methods" is discussed. The mathematical background is presented in an elementary fash-
ion and includes the relationship with traditional point-vortex studies, the convergence to
smooth solutions of the Euler equations, and the essential differences between two- and
three-dimensional cases. The difficulties in extending the method to viscous or compress-
ible flows are explained.
The overl_q: with the excellent review articles available is kept to a minimum and more
emphasis is placed on the author's area of expertise, namely two-dimensional flows around
Muir b,,dies. Wheu solid walls are present, complete mathematical results are not available
and one must adopt a nlore heuristic attitude. The imposition of inviscid and viscous
h,,undary conditions wi|,h.ut c_mformal mappings or image vortices and the creation of
v.rticity along solid walls are examined in detail. Methods for boundary-layer treatment
and the questi_m of the Kutta condition are discussed.
Practical aspects and tips helpful in creating a method that reall) works are explained.
The l_llics iuchlde the rohustness _ff the method and the assessment of accuracy, vortex- ;.
core prohles, iinle-nlarching schenie_;, mmaerical dissipation, and efficient programming. ._
Operation counts for unhounded al_d periodic flows are given, and two algorithms designed
t_, speed up the calculations are described.
('4tlculations of |i¢_ws past slreamlined or bluff bodies arc used as examples when appro-
priate. These include curved mixing layers, the starting vortex and the dynamic stall of an
airfifil, rotating stall il a two-dimeusio_d ca::cade, a multi-element airfoil, and an attempt
at pr:'dicting the drag crisis of a circular cylinder.
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1. Introduction
s_, Vortex methods in general were thoroughly reviewed by Leonard (1980, 1985), and it
would be difficult to improve on these articles. In the present nlote_ we intend to cover them
basics of vortex we,hods and then to discuss in more depth two subjects: the interaction
'_" with solid walls, avd ti,e practical aspects of programming and usiag vortex methods.
These subjects were of h.ss interest to l,eonard, but are crucia! in engineering applications.
| Therefore we attempt to present useful and sometimes original material in these areas.
We shall also mention some recent contributions, published after Leonard's articles. The
sections which coatain advanced material attd could be omitted for a first reading are
in,dicated by stars'.
1.1. Ezamplc: flow past a multi-clcmt'nt airfoil
We propose to start by showing a calculation of a separated flow via the vortex method to
illustrate its main features and, we hope, render it attractive to the reader. We shall often
describe the method by comparison with grid-based (finite-difference or finite-element)
ntethods, since these are more widespread.
In 1:t86 the Boeing Commercial Airplane Company contacted _lle author, asking for
(Oml)utations (,f the th)w past an airf()il in landing configuration, with a lending-edge slat
and a ,h)ul)h.-sh)tted (railihg-('dgc |lap. B,)eing was especially interested in the variation
of the lift with lieynolds number. The configuration was a severe test for numerical meth-
ods due to lhe conq)lex nntliiply-connected shape and the importance of viscous effects,
illCittdil'g sepal'at i(H,.
Results were obtained in less than a week. In spitv of the many concave and convex
sharp corners present, no smoothing, -r other alteration of lhe shape was necessary. This
illustrates the first advantage of the w_rtex method: it is grid-free. With a finite-element or
especially a flat,e-difference method the grid general,on f_r such a shape would be difficult
and time consuming, axtd one may have to settle for rather distorted grids which degrade
the accuracy. Witl, the w,rtex method the mdy precaution taken was to make the spacing
between w,rtices and the lime step small enough to acc,mtorlate the narrow gaps I)etween
,.lements 2 and 3, and 3 and 4 of the airfifil.
I"igure 1 shows the airfoil, tire w,riices (more accurately, the centers of the vortex blobs), *
streamlines, and the individual (hollow arrowheads) and overall (filled arrowhead) force
vect,,rs at a given time. Observe the rccirculating bul,ble behind the slat, the acceleration
of the ihtid thr,,ug], the sl.is, the separation at sharp corners attd on the top surface,ff ,'h.nwnt 4, and th,. irregular ,:_,,ti-n in the wake. The ccmq,uted forces were in good
agr,',._ttcnl wit ], ,'x I,,'rittwni. The figure ilh,strates the l,agrangian character of the meth.-t:
It tit,. s,,lulit,t, prq,c,.,hn," c,,t,sists in tracking vortices which move with the fluid, rather than
hi,dating (it,ant,tics at tix,'d grid l,oint._. It also illustrates the second advantage of the i
tneth, h:l: the v_t'tices carry all tit,' inf,_rmati,m and _tre needed only in a narrow region i
near the I,,,,ly and it, the wake. In fact the calculation used just 1300 vorti,'es (roughly ]
the equivalent t_f a singh' 3(i • 3(; grid). "l'ite streanditws were col|_.puted only [(,r disl,lay
_! I,url,q,s,'s; f,,r the pttr|,_tse tJf a, lvattcitng the eqttatitms it, tithe, COmlnltit,g the"forces etc'.,
[! one only needs tt_ rq,nq,ute the" vvh,¢ity ,_f the vortirvs themselves. _,
A,hliti,,t,al ittlvitltlliK¢'s of the lnt'thttd arc' tirst that the h,,undaries of the cotnputed
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Figure 1. Flow past a multi-element airfoil• ... vortices; I forces; -- streamlines
domain arc at inllnitv which rem,,w's all of th,- proble:ns associated with computations in a
truucatcd domain (the effects of the bou_d_trv conditious on accuracy aud on stability) and
second Ihal there is l,.,w ;lu,nericltl dispersion. The method can transp:_rt flow structures
k (gr"ut's "f w,rti_-cs) _,t al,y v_.locily wilhout dcf_,rming them or dissipating them as a grid-
I based mell,,d may do There is llo (:1:I, z_,maber. The question of ti,ne accuracy will be
addressed ill much more d_-tail later.
_. Am(rag the disa(tv_,ntages arc tile fact th_tt th(. flow ha(l to be trented as izlcompressible,
although fairly hi;._h h)cal Mach mllXlt)('rs may be reache(I iJl lhe slots even at the landing
speed. The t'alcuiati_n also required the storage of it 249 × 2,t9 full matrix al_d about
5 × 1{111tloaling-p_fiu! olwratiott_ to est_tblish the flow, starti0g fr(mt rest, and generate a
time sample Iozlg enol,gh fi_r aw'ragi_l_,, l}oth tigures are lJlu:'h larger than what a 36 × 36
grid cah'ulali,t) w,)uhl r(-(luire. Thu._, a v()rtcx cltrri(.._ I_lUChmore iuformation ihan a grid
l)()i)d, I)ul il i_ al,_() )_m(h m()re expe_sive to nminlaiit. This i._;})ecause all ,he w)rtices
i_d(,r;t(t, s() lhat th(' Ol)er;tti()_ ('ought is of order ,'Vz, where N is the t_umher of w)rtices.
"rh(, (',)HI)('lil_g)_clh,,,l,_ ,,ft,'_ have operation counts of order N or N log(N).
"r.'_);mswer lh)eing's (luesli,,u, a lle)'_)lds number dependence was indeed predicted. As
the {'h_td lley_ld.s t_uttd_'r wit_ changed from 2.3 × l0 n to 1.2 × l0 t with all the other
para_cl_.rs (phy.sical ;,_M t_u_:_,'rical) exactly the same, the lift coetticient at 8° incidence
i_wreascd hy abotll 5';_,. 'rhi., was caused hy ;, differeuce in the b-undary-layer behavi,_r
" ,m the upper surface of ch't_td 4. At the lower Reynolds nu_d_er, the boundary layer
i always ._.pa_;ttcd, whel'ca,n itl the higher l{ey_ohis l_Ut_d_er it could transition attd remain
i attached part _f the time, thus i,_creasing the circulation around element 4 and thereforethe overall lift. This lteyt,,Id_-m_mber trend was cousistent with the common _i,.dom.
_'1 lr_tdcldl)', ll_ei_tg suhsequ_'_lly it_fm'med lht, auth_r that experiments had predic'_ed an
opposite, lrettd h_r this cu_liguratioll, nu that tire situati,m was rather confused. This
study ,h.monstrates the p.wer of a well-:le._igued vortex method in dealing ,vilh complex
]989008447-]20
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i geometries, _nd how challenging and unpr,Mictable Reynolds-number effects can be to
munericians, experimentalists and designers.
1.2. Govcrnin 9 equations
Cmnl)lete discussions of these equalions can be found in l.exti)ooks, e.g., Bal.chelor
(1967). Tile fundamental equalions are the incompressil)le Navier-Stokes equations,
v.u = 0 (la)
"('. _-U.VU .... Vp + uV2U. (lb)
Here U is lhe velocity vector, k' is the gradient operator, t is the time, p is the kinematic
pressure, and v is the kinematic viscosity. Bold-face letters like U denote vector quantities,
and the symbol _: indicates a definii.ion. Equation (la)is the continuity equation and (lb)
the momentum equation. One obtains the Euler equations by setting u = 0. The vorticity
w i._the c,rl of the velocity,
w _ V _ U. (2)
In an unbounded domain with the fluid at rest in the far field, one has the "Biot-Sa_'3rt
law", which is the inverse of (2) by a Green's-function approach (when (la) holds) and
explicitly gives the velocity il, terms of the vorticity:
1 [ w(x') × (x -- x') dx'.
_i._ u(_,)= 4_s i_= x_i_ (3)
._ This equation onlyexpresses the kinematics of tim flow. The integral, taken over the whole
two- or three-dimensional domain, is responsible for the nonlocal interactions between
vortices. By taking the curl of (lb) one gels the vorticity e(tuation ,
._,-_ U.V_0...._.VU q i,V2_. (4)
Notice thai the l)ressure term is eliminaied, but that a new term, w.VU, appears which is
b .
responsibh, for w)rticity slrelchlng and rotation. In this term, VU can be replaced by its
symlnetric part (VU t VuT)/2 (the defi)rmation tensor), which may be advantageous in
some numerical methods (Cantaloul)e & Huberson 1984).
The circulation of a vehwily tiel(I U along a closed contour is defined by the line integral
,_ F-] U.dl. (5)
This is an extremely useful concept because Kelvin's theorem (Batehelor 1967, p. 273)
; shows t.lla,, in lhe absence ,,f viscosity, the circulation around a contour thai follows the
_ tluid is conserved: DFID/ O.
h, tw:_ dimensions the equalions are much simpler. If the flow is in the (x,y) plane thevorticity only has a comp_meni in the z direction, ,o. _=Ot,/Ox -Ou/Oy (which we'll denote
_! simply I,y w). The Biol-Savarl law })ecomes1 r X- X I
U(x) :=2_-'+=_./iX :-X,? ,4x')dx' (6)
®
lCWlm
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I with e_ the unit, vector in the z direction. The vorticity equation (4) becomes
!.i" Note that the rotation/stretching term has disappeared. One can define a scalar stream
function tl, by U _ e_ x X7d, since U is divergence-free. Then _/,satisfies a Poisson equation,
_ V2¢ , :: ,_, and the Biot-Savart law is writtenW
,/P _,(x)= _ _(x')i,,g(ix- x'l) dx'. (8)t
1.3. lnvariants of the motion
One important source of co_didence in a numerical method is its conservation of at least
sore,, of the appropriate integv,d quantities. In the present context, the most useful form
of these invariant.,: is in terms of the vorlicity, rather than the velocity. See the discussions
l_y llatchelor (1967, p. 517), Wu & Sanka.r (1980) or Ting (1983); the arguments rely
(m integrations by parts but are subth', because the velocity decays slowly (algebraically)
:. nt large distances even when the vorticity decays fast (exponentially) which is the usual
situation. In three dimensions the important integrals are
_ f _ dx, (9)
t
f ,_(x).,,,(x')! _-L x'l dx d,,'. (12)
t
t
'l'hev corrcspcmd l_ total vorlicP..y, linear momentum, angular momentum, and kinetic
om.r_y, rcspeclively. We a.ssu_;w that lhe wwticity decays fast enough in the far field for
lhesc integrals 1o be detin_d. Note thai the total vorticity (9) is trivial unless w decays
' very sh,w!y, because if h. decays any faster than r -3, one can easily show thai. this integral
r" is idenlically zero (use V.w : 0). Ill lw_, dimensions the corresponding quantities are
[., ,/_, (13)/
P
e:, ./_ x d'X_ (14)
,o ixi dx, (15)
0
,/w(x).,v(x')/ l°g(lx - x'[) dx dx'. (16)
ii
[] "' 1989008447-122
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Here, the total vorticity (13) has lJo reason to be zero.
In unbounded inviscid flows, all these quantities are conserved. In unbounded viscous
flows, only total vorticity and linear monaentum (9, 10, 13, 14) are conserved. Formulas
giving the rate of viscous decay of angular momentum and kinetic energy can be found
(e.g., Ting 1983). When there is a solid body in the fluid it can alter any of the integrals
(9-16). However, the variation of (9) and (13) (with the integrals restricted to the fluid
region) is known o_ice the motion of the body is (Wu & Sankar 1980).
The invariants are often invoked when constructing or evaluating methods, but the
actual importance cf exactly conserving quantities such as (9-16) in a numerical method
is a matter of debate. The invariants are inlegrals over the whole domain, and contain x
information about tLe details of the solution. Many successful methods violate some of
the invariants, especially once time-integration errors are included, and one can construct
methods that conserve the invariants but are not very good or even are inconsistent. The
common argument that energy conservation prevents the calculation from "blowing up" is :
rather technical, and in any case does not directly apply to vortex methods.
The following intuitive argument seems more relevant. The conservation of an invariant
means that ove; the whole domain the local errors exactly cancel each other in some
measure (e.g., ]x2ldx for (15)). From a statistical point of view, it is then reasonab.le to
expect that over an il)',ermediate domain, large enough to contain many vortices or grid
!)oinls, the local errors tend to calJcel each other instead of accumulating. One then expects
much ])otter accuracy _m imerme(tiate scales than on small scales. This is probably true
in many vortex calculations, espc(ially complex ones such as in Fig. 1. One can tolerate
significant errnr._ in the irregular small-scale motion, as long as they do not affect the
quantities of interest such as the forces and moments (m the bodies.
1.4. ('oTz._h',l,iT_/s on vector jiHd.s*
\.;_rlex nwlh(_ds alld related melhods focus on derivatives (or combinations of deriva-
l i,,es) of the primary va.riabies, lTsi_lg a collection of comt)ulatl,_nal elements (e.g., vortices)
one can rel)reselll a.n arbitrary reel.or lield. This caT_become _ liability, because many of
the vector fields involved are 7_ol arbitrary; they salisfy c(mstraints. For instance, if the
vecior A is the gradient of a scalar, say A -_ V&, then V "<A = 0. Now if one represents
the components of A separately with two coilecti_,z:s :,f computational elements there will
in general l)e an inconsistency because OA_/Oy may not be equal to OAu/Ox , and if they do
differ lhere is no scalar ¢ such that 5)O/cOx = A, and O¢/Oy = A_. For instance Anderson
(1985a) proposed a Lagrangian nlethod for the transport of a gradient and avoided this
questi(m by solving a Poisson equation for ¢: V2(b = OA,/Ox + OAv/O_h instead of the
original equations. For the wwticity, the constraint is that it. should be divergence-free:
V._' 0. As we shall see l,,s also caused problems, and again some methods had recourse i
t() a Poisson equation (V2U ...... V × w).
A more direct response to the question of the constraints is to "build them" into the i
discretization. For instance the Contour 1)ynamics method (Zabusky, Hughes & Roberts
197,(t) can be regarded as based oll computational elements that "carry" Vw, the gradient
(,f the 21) (scalar) vorticity, but the elemenls are automatically arranged on chains so that
the vector field that purl)orts to be V_., is indeed curl-free. The equivalent for the vorticity
1989008447-123
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is the filament method, in three dimensions. Such "chained" methods are inconvenient in
e_ terms of bookkeeping (note how the Contour Dynamics method was never applied to more
than a few chains), but are more attractive intuitively. This will be discussed again in the
context of tile 3D methods.
.C
t
i
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i 2. Point-vortex methods
°.,.,.I. Basics
Point-vortex studies have a long history. Interest, in them is justified by the fact that
the dynamics of point vortices provide exact albeit singular solutions of the incompressible
Euler equations in two dimensions. Assuming one can perform the time integration either
analytically or numerically with high accuracy, one can generate nontrivial Euler solutions
with a small computational cost and very little memory.
Consider a collection of N vortices at positions xj, j = 1,N, with circulations Fj. The
w_rticity distribution is
N
_(x) = _ r, _(x- xj) (17)
j=l
where di is the two-dimensional Dirac distribution (6 is infinite at. the origin, 0 elsewhere,
and its integral is 1). Thus we have a collection of "spikes" of vorticity. Inserting (17) into
(6) we gel, a sunl:
)_ N x - xk (18)U(x) = 2r e. × _._Fk]x_x_l _.k=l
}._ As an exercise one can verify that the velocity field given b7 (18) is divergence-free, is
_' irrotational except al the points xk, a,nd has a circulation F_ around any contour enclosingt-
__ only the k th vortex.
The other ingredient, which expresses the dynamics, is Kelvin's theorem. If we make
each vortex follow the fluid and imagine a small contour around it. we get, tl_e result that
I l he circulation l'j of each vortex is conserved. Therefore:dFj
i -0, (19)! dt
i axj = U(x_,t). (20)dt
The formulatiol, is now complete. The unknowns are xj and F), j = 1,N. The time
evolution is giwm by (19) and (20), with (18) giving U in (20). Note that (18) is singular
,,, when x s :_ x_.; lifts contribution is simply omitted from the sum. In other words there is
no self-induced velocity for the vortex. The circulations are constant, and the only task is
to move the vortices with the fluid.
An early exa.mple of point-vortex studies is Rosenhead's (1931). As an exercise one can
program the equations (using one's favorite explicit time-integration scheme for now) for
i lwo vortices with various circulations of the same sign or of opposite signs. The vortices
I should orbit around their centroid F2) unless their circulations(rlx, F2x2)/(FI + are
i_i exactly opposite, ill which case the pair moves in a straight line.
Even though (17) looks like a simple linear superlmsition of solutions, it. is not, because
:i the vertices interact through (18). This is how the nonlinearity of the Euler equations
'" ' ....... 1989008447'125
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[:2 Hamiltonian H = - _ I'jrk log lx i -xk [/4_r with I jtj and yj as the canonically conjugate
coordinates and lnomenta (Aref 1983). H corresponds 1,o (16) with the self-energy of eacll
[ vortex (which would be infinite) omitted; in that sense it is tile "interaction energy".
H is conserved by the
Naturally, dynalnical equations.
To be rigorous, the point-vortex method can only represent very special vorticity distri-
butions, namely superpositions of Dirac distributions as in (17). These Dirac distributions
are singular, and so is the velocity field they induce: it. tends to c_ like 1/Ix- xkl as x
approaches xt.. Such flows are not realistic in the sense that they have unbounded veloci-
ties, infinite kinetic energy, etc. However, if one considers flows with small but nonsingular
vortices the point-vortex method is still useful as we show below.
An exalnph' of a realistic thin vortex is the "spreading line vortex" which is a classical
exact solution of the 2D Navier-Stokes equations (Batchelor 1967, p. 204). The vorticity
is given by 1" ixl2
w(x, l)4_.vt exp(- _), (21)
the w_rtex being centered at, the origin (xj -: 0). As the product uf tends to 0, (21)
al)proaches the Dirac distribution (17). i'he velocity induced by this vorticity is
1_ x l: ( [xt2,'_U(x,/)
-= e. _ 1 - exp _,),]_-- . (22)
_" As v/ tends t.<, (i this velocity tends, point by p,,iut, *. the Olle given by (18). Thus if
the distalJce between vortices is lart_e compared wilh their radius (v/v--t) the equations
(I,S, 19, 2(1) will not be affected. More generally, if we have small patches of vorticity
i. (t_,,t necessarily of the type of (21)) of extent t much smaller than the distance d between
patches the interaction of the vortices through (1 S) will no| be affected. The patches also
1,ave inleHmi tl3namics; they deform, and spread if viscosity is present. However it can
be shown that the centr id of lhe vor icity in the patch is not aff cted by tl,e internal
,'I' dynamics. (convective or viscous) (see (14)). Therefore if xj represents the centroid of the
lmtCh, lhe self-induced velocity is still exactly zero. . _. !
The conclusion is that as the ratio t/d tends to zero the motion of the patches tends to
, }"lhal of point vortic('s. F lls wa_ shown rigorously t)y Marchioro & Pulvirenti (1983) fiJr
sh(wt tillws, and it is reasonable to expect that it. heMs for all times, except maybe for
' s_,me very Sl,ecial initial conditions. For the gravitational law and well-separated planets
|he anah,_ is the familiar point-mass a t)l)roximation. Saffman & Meiron (1986) present a
,lif]'t'l'_'lll ;ll'glllllellt, showing that point vortices provide a weak solution of the vorticit.y
etlllatiotl (7) with _,- 0 (although according to C. Greengard & Thomann (1988) this is
c_,t,tv,versial, and depettds on erie's int,erpretation of how the Dirac distribution acts on
a sill_ul;tr t'llncliot= such as (1,'_)). Thus the point-vortex method is not strictly limited
i" l_, v,,rlicily fields of the type of (17); it. is also a good approximation for the motion of
_. small, well-separated palches of w)rticity. This is still t,oo restrictive for most practical
• . _ , • • , oapl)l_cat_.ns. ( msequentlv the rectnt work w_th point vortwes tends to focus on math-
,'I_atical iss_ws like the tta_)_ill,_nian character ,ff the equations, the existence of steady
c_,t_li_uralions, inlegral_h" and chaotic motion (Aref 1983), the statistical properties, and
_t_ixil_ffthe fl_ti_l surr_,_n_lit_the v,_rtice.s. A more elaborate model fi)r well-separated
(9
i| I _
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i
i_: patches is the "moment model" of Melander, Zabusky & Styczek (1986), which includes
iat¢. an approximation of the inviscid internal dynamics.
e.P.. Difficultie._ with vortex sheets*
'_ Given sufficient computing power it. is nalural to use more and more vortices to obtain a
finer and finer descriplion c,f a given vorlicit.y distribution, just like one relines a grid. This¢Ja¢.', -.
idea was first al)plied t(, vortex sheets. Such flows are not as strongly singular as point
w)rtices: the vorticity is still singular ])ut only like a one-dimensional Dirac distribution,
the velocity is discontiml()us l)ul finite. In fact. Rosenhead's work was aimed at a vortex
4wet, but he did the c()mputations by hand and could not use a large number of vortices.
When this became possible, the outcome was a. disappointment: smooth sheets could not.
be maintained, and the w)rlices rapidly started moving chaotically (Birkhoff 1962). The
time integration was accurate, and tlle situation did not improve as more vortices were
used (Moore 197!)). Ostensibly, the method was nol converging.
The consensus now is that the wrinkling of the sheets discretized with point, vortices was
nol just a numerical phenomenon, because the vortex-sheet problem is not well posed: in
general the exact solution does not remain smooth even if the initial condition is. This
is so because waves of all scales are unstable, ._nd the shortest waves grow the fastest.
Krasny (1986) and other researchers have shown that a periodic vortex sheet disturbed
by a single sine wave remains smooth for a fi...te time, and then develops a singularity
(infinite curvature). Krasny explains that if the initial condition is analytic the amplitude
of the short waves is exponentially small, so that even though they grow very fast they
do n()t contaminate the whole solution until some finite critical time t_. Krasny showed
thai the l)oint-vortex meihod gave a good s()lulion up to time t_, but only if round-off
errors were reduced to a low enough level, tie suggested using higher-precision arithmetic,
and also l)roposed a filtering technique which is very 1)owerfid, but should be used wilh
exquisile care.
2.3. Application, to ._mooth Eulcr solution._ °
The poinl-vorlex method is not considered a viable numerical method to converge to
smooth solutions of the 2I) Euler equal.ions, llowever, the reason is not that it. would fail
in a blatant way, as it. s_-emed to do wilh vortex sheets. The main reas()n the point-vortex
method is out of favor is lhal convergence proofs have been given for vortex-blob methods
(§3) and demand that lhe blobs overlap, and overlap more and more as they become
denser. This is incompatible with poiul vortices. There is the question of what measure
of the err_)r one is using. If ()he takes the velocity or vorticity fields, there is _lo way the
1)oint-vortex solution could ('_mverge in auy of the familiar norms, e.g., Loo, since it is ,,,
even bounded. ()n the _lher hand if _me (rely considers the trajectory of the vortices a,J,,
. their initial arrangemeld is r(.guhtr, they behave well at least for some time, which implies
thai the global measures like the moments of _,e vorticity an(I tile Hamiltonian (13-16)
behave well too. It may be that the trajectorie_ (and even the ¢elocity field if one takes
!';I an "exotic" norm like a Sobolev norm with a negalive index) converge to the exact onesa.t h'ast up t.o some critical time. This is just. a coi_jecture.
®
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3. Vortex-blob methods
3.I. Motivation and basics
lnilially a slrong motivation 1o switch from point vortices to nonsingular (or less-
sinl_ular) eh-ments t hall was the f,'dlure ()f the method on vortex sheets (Chorin & Bernard
1973, Kuwahara &' Takami 1973). Now, the emphasis is on smooth Euler solutions, for i
which the I)h)b melh(,ds have been shown 1o converge, even with high orders of accu-
racy (llald 1979, Beale & Majda 1982). We present the method in two dimensions. ]n a
v()rtex-bh)l) method the Dirac distributions 5 in (17) are replaced by bounded functions
N
w(x) :: Z rj b.(x-- xj). (23)
3-:1
The _, function has al_ integral of l, and the length scale 0" (the "core radius") is a
ln,'asure of the spre;v:i o] bo. In almost all cases, b_, is radially symmetric and its shape is
in(telwndent of a. i.,..,
] Ix....xjI)
_.(x--xo) _-. _.:2f( a (24)
fl,r s,)nu' nol,(limensi()nal function f, usually i)ell-shal)ed: and satisfying
2rr rf(r)dr :: 1. (25)
()he now has a "r,'alislic" velocily tield, bounded and wilh locally tinite kinetic energy.
'l'ho funclion .[ is snmll away from the origin, and as rr , 0, Ihe 1,lobs resemble point
vortices. The (,'aussian, as in (21), is a possible cl,,icc lint may not be the most judicious
in lc,'liJs ()f c(mll)ulati()na] sl)ee(1. E(luati(,n (l,_) lwcmlws
N
] x x_. ix x_i) (2_)!
#
k:] .,
where t" is detined by [f(,,) __27r r'f(r')dr'. (27)
t"i_ure 2 gives an exa:,.ple of the veh,cily given by (26, 27), compared with the point-vortex
veh)cily (Is). They agree except f(,r I,rl/rr of the order of 1 or less, and the blob-induced
v,'locily is sn.)-lh at lhe origin. Finally the st.l'ealll fun('ti(.)n is given by
N
1 \'r,. [,(!x-x,.l) (2_) I
k 1 l
wilh /:' delined I)y
- f" l.'(r')1"(r ) r' dr'. (2!))
®
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Figure 2. Azimufllal velocity induced by vertices. -- vortex blob; - - - point
vortex
Equation (19) is unchanged; circulation is conserved. Ill most methods (20) is also
unchanged, i.e., tile biob moves with the velocity at. its center x). Leonard (1980) discusses
the use of the velocity averaged over the 1)lob (weighled by b_,) instead of the velocity at
the center. In that case, (27) does not hold and the relation between f and F is slightly
more c_mq)lex; the alteration of the velocity is O(_r2). Aw'raging the velocity is sensible
since the most meaningful interpretation of x is as the centroid of a small vortex patch
f, (§2.1). Leonard also shows that the kinetic energy of the flow (16) is conserved only with
the weighted scheme. On the other hand this energy strongly depends on the function
f, which has little physical meaning, and given a function F one can always define a
ltamiltonian whirh approximates the kinetic energy, and will be conserved. The weighted
scheme has not received much use.
One could consider using a different core radius trj for each vortex; however this is ill-
advised because it prevents the method from conserving even the most basic invariants, e.g.,
the linear momentum (14) (Leonard 1980). One can of course symmetrize the interaction
t;.z, t)y taking an average of #j and or/,.,which reslores the conservation of (14), but this is
arbitrary and seems inconsisl.ent with tlw concept that (he exact value of a) is important. A
i much better response to the objection that (14) is not conserved would be to use Leonard's
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weighted sdwuw. Still, tile consen._us is that flw calculations are, and should be, quite
,_. insensitiw" to the function f _md the value of re. The basic method defined by (19, 20, 26)
wilh uniform rr (independeId of j or t) is by far the most used.
_" ,']._, (I{}_lrI'Cr'qt'_IC( ;It theory
Tlw ,,,,racy at,d ,',mv,'rjZ,'_,,'e ha.w' bee, discu.',s,'d by ltald (I 979), l,e,,nard (1980), and
I_eale ,k" Majda (l!)S2), am_mg _l.hers. l,eonard focused on the consistency of the method
i wlwreas ilald a11d Bea.h, & Majda obl.ained complete convergence proofs including stability.Both approaches produced "m<mwul conditi ns" which indicate the order of accuracy of
i" I],¢' ttwlh_d a¢'cordiltg to whelher some integrals of the function f equal 0.
lh'ah" & Majda sphl the error in the velocity field at some lime t into two components,
one due to lhe inexact l.)osilio_l of l,he vortex centers (compared with the motion of the
points in the exact s,htli_m), a.ud the otller due to tile discretization of the velocity by
(2(;). The t.wo components nalurally interact as t increases, i,eonard examined the local
err, r due l.o 1.1,"fact t.hat the whole blob is made to move at. the same velocity, whereas in
realily the fluid l'egioll thai coincides wilh it is strained. He did nol emphasize the error
due l_ the initial di_cretization.
The mal]wmatical papers all sh,,w that conw'rKeuce is el)tallied when N -_ o0, h _ O,
• and cr - 0, but cr m,1 as fast ;is h ('i.e., cr/h .... x), '['his last coiMitiolt was unexpected
_',- (],eoltard 1.9,";(});il lJwans that ihe vortices t_msl }wcotlw closely spaced, bul also overlap
_' tjt_,re and t,L_r_'fi_r 1he tuelllod 1o convvr_e. ]"lllpirica.] le,Ms b v Nakamura _1 al. (1982) and
I'crll_tau (19,";.5) fully c,,tdira_ lit," t_eed for lhe increased overlap, tlaht aud Belle & Majda
; ._u_R,,sl .gtttple laws like cr ('h '_ wilh (_' s_w c_,uslaul ;rod llw i._va'er q less than 1. The
.q_.,lie,_ }_v Ilald, I.e,mard ;_t_',lB_'ah' ,k" Xlajda ali sl.,w lh.l the .'reef is proportional to
s,,_.,, i),,wer .,f or, ..I h. l".r i_stat.-e with a (_au.,,sia_ core t'ut_¢'li.,t_f the error is of order
_" or-'
'[h_' iuili;_liz;_li,m *,I' the \,,v_icc._ is tt_,_z'e il_volxed that_ oue ufi_ht expect, even in the
,_ _iI_,l,b' ,':_,," ,,f ;_u _Id,,,l_d.',i ,h,i_;,it_. ,';Ui)l,ose _me ha,' an inilial vorlicily tiehl w0. One
lav._ , !zri,I ,d" cell:, ,,f ,_iz,, h ,wcr the d,,ttai_. (hw pr, wedure is io place a vortex at. the
.'_'t_t.'t' ,,leach cell, ;_,_11.. t.'iivcil lhe circulali_), wilhi_ thai cell (11.' inlegral of w0 over the
,','11!. '11_' ,,,;'_icity, _._llr,_i,l v,..ul_l l}w_ I_e pr.'feral.le to lhe _eotlwlric ce]fler of the cel_.
.,\tt,,ll_.'t i,, t,, !_i_,' il l[_c v;,l_w ,d ,,', a_ lh,. c_'ul.er, umltiplied by h _. The first procedure
i:. t_,._' iI,l uili',_' _,h.l is i)rei','r',ilde if .'. i.., m_l smoolh: tilt. seceded oue is formally more
ac.'ura, le aml is r,col_:tHeude_l if ore" is seeki_g t,etler tha.t secured-order accuracy and w0
is very m_..ih. A lhird pr:wed_;i'c is Io require l ha_ the vorlicily given by (23) equal
_,,,, either _tl the :t,,vi,l poinls _,r at a denser set :ff points with a least-squares algorithm
(Nakat_mr_ ,t ,I. 1!_2). This r,'_,ult,_ in a matrix equatiou for lhe l'_'s. This idea is
alll'aclive, I_tll I IW illlld,qtwttl aliOll Call 1_' awkward, aud the lllatl'ix is very ill-conditioned
if rr/h is lal_e.
d.5'. (,'onr_ _'_.I_ttce in pr, clic(
_1 ('_,_,vergellc," ha,, I,een lesl,',l aml observed only for unbounded flows (wall-hounded
-- tl,,ws ave di,,,cu,ssed il_ !i.q.¢;). Many papers conlai_ .s_z_w useful informati,m about lhe
_" Iwhavi_,r o1" the _lwlhod (g;tkamura ¢1 a/, 1!1,";'2,i]eale ,k" ._Aajda 19_5), but |_erlluatt's
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1985 study is the most complete. She chose some simple, smooth, radially symmetric
i_ Euler solutions and systematically computed the errors in actual calculations, including
the various compor, ents introduced by Beale & Majda (1982). She found that for smooth
i C w0 the method did col:verge, with the expected order of accuracy. For less-smooth w0
_t tile higher-order cores (ones which satisfy more moment conditions) did not provide any
advantage. Values of the power q close to 1 (little overlap of tile cores) made tile calculation
i lose its accuracy in a shorter time. The disorganization of the vortices, compared with
I their regular initial arrangement, was largely responsible for the loss of accuracy.The question of disorganization is very relevant, because in practice the vortices always
look disorganized, see Fig. 1. In all flows of interest, the product of the time and the
velocity gradients (strain rate, vorticity) is large, so that the fluid gets highly distorted.
The advar.tage of tip- _ortex method over the few grid-based Lagrangian methods that have
been tried is p,ecise!y tha_ it can tolerate this distortion. However, its order of accuracy
seems to drop to lower values. Quite plobably, most vortex calculations produce results
that are quantitatively accurate (especially the global quantities, e.g., forces and moments)
but _,.refar out of the range where the theoretical error estimates apply (§I.3, 9.6). This
is at the same time a weakness, and a strength.
4. Three-dimensional flows"
/I. I. L'._s( lllml dlJJ) r')lcc._ with tu,o-dimrnsional flows"
'l'hcrc arc two difl'crcnccs: t.iw to,strain! on the w,rticity 1o be divergence-free is not
trivinl, alid inlimtcly this, Vl,l'ti<(.s ;ire 11111it viable apl)roxiltiation. The constraillts were
| (liscusscd in !il.4. In three ttiJl_,i_si,ns ;_n arbitrary collection of I)irac functions as in (17),
,,r of their ._mool hod <'iJulllvl'l);,trls ;is ill (23), does not ._ati.'dy V.w : 0 arm therefore cannot
rt"lll'e._olll a v(,rticity field. This difficulty has ])e{'ll addressed ill two ways. Olle is to chain
lho v,,rtex elcJlwnls l(,gelher to {orm filaments or lie(s, which automatically imposes the
} c(,nslrain(. The other is l.o ignore the constraint at, the level of the discretization and to
i rely ()n lh(" accuracy 1)f the t,wthod: as the method clmverges the ('onstrailfl. is better and
i bell er sat (stied, as is th<. other equation (4). The first al)proach produced the filament andsegtlwn! met hods, while lhe second produced the "monol)ole" methods.
'i']t(' ._l'(',.,z)ddiffcreme is also a major difficulty. The velocity of it thin vortex filament of
ci:(u]_l( ion F. radius ()f curvature R, core radius a, and l)iuormal vector b is approximately
_iv('n l)y
F R)b ' (30)
s(.(. li,lvl),.l(,v I!)67. l). :')23. Tliils [ilamenl._ with curvalur(, bay(. a self-inducti(m, and
)tt,,r,'(,vl', it i_ ,(,t w('ll i,'ltav('(l in lhc lilJiit ()f ah inti)fil(.ly tltin fila)ncnl (a/lg . 0). The
ll("Xl t('t'I))it, !hi' al)l)r,)xiliiitli()ll. ,t!'t.('r (Y,0), Ml'1,11_ly (h,l)(,,l(l> ()it lh(, sh&])(, ()f th(" vorticity
,listril,tlti,),. ,'._.. ;, "l,, !) il;ll'" ()r it (;;;ussi,lll a:; itl vis('()us ih)ws (21). This behavior of
1111'>,'ll'ili(llJ('(',l vol,)('ily has ))_,,';va(1.({ a mmd)('r ()f studi('._ ]),is(.([ ()l'. the [,()cal Induction
:_l)l)r,)xi))m(h))) ([AA) (llama I!)62). (!())isi(ler a sm()()th v()rlex wil.h circulation |' and
_,l(,I),l l('n_(l) scale I., a)_(l assu))w that (_/L • 0. If ,)n(' ilfl('_rales t'l'1)ll_ time 0 11) T and
tl,, l)r(.luc! 'I' l'l()_(l./())/l." i., kept c()nslan( tho motion ()f tl.(. v()rl(,x lends t()a finite
li)i,il i,_. I. • (), _iv,'n l,.v (:'t)). ()l).,crvv)l_al (:;()) d('l)en(l._ rely 1)n lh(-h)cal ('haracleristics
()[' liw v()rlcx.
'Jh(' l,]A is lVlllilliS('vlfl (,J" llw '-)l) I)(,ilil-vort('x at)pl'()ximali(m since it describes the
tl),,li(,n in tlw ltmil (,f vvvy thin vortic(,.,,, but is i_t fact alm(,st l],e oplmsite since the
il)l(','l,itl (ly,_aittics, whi<h w,.r,, n('_li/zil,l(, in 21). ,,,)w cimlrid everything. Also, two distinct
)) filal,i('nt,,, ,h) m)t ilil('ra('t at all, a,l(l ,litt'('re,i! parts (,f tit(" _it,,,e tilam(',,t interact weakly
lll,',,t,_h tit(' d,,rivativ('._ lhal i.,)l(.r th,' d('fit,ili(),_ (,f !],e tallp.,ellt., the t)in()rmal, and the
r,,lius ,)f curv;_lu,'c. Th(. I,IA l,(,('anw esl)('cially p()pular when llasim()to (1972)showe(l
tlwt il i'(),,l(l sitl)l)orl s,)]il_,_,.-. H()wever in pratt(c(, it is not easy to j,stify the value ofo or
t() (b'cide v:het her a s]i()uld vary in spat(' ()r lira(.. ']'h(' restriction (I -"/--."L is aIs() unrealistic
i_r it, a,_y sitt_ati()|t with vi>.(',.,,s ()r turl)uh.nt stresses. At this I),)i,,! this al)l)r()xit,tati()n has
)ziv('t) (,x('ellent results in a few sp('cilic cases (l,elmard 19S;)), I)ut it is not regarded as a
i tm,_t('ri('al ,,wlh()d adapted t()the solution of practical l)r()bh'ms.|
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_._. Filament methods"
,i_. Filament methods have been introduced and refined by Leonard and his co-workers over
the years (Leonard 1985). Since vc,rticity is naturally arranged on closed lines Leonard
chooses a discretization based oll vortex filaments each with a constant circulation Fj. The
_- filaments then induce a velocity field on each other and on themselves, and their motion is
computed. Tile self-induced velocity requires special care because the Biot-Savart kernel
(3) is strongly singular and many different regularizations have been tried. Tile method
is in a state of flux, because tile regularization that has been used up to now is accurate
for long waves (it agrees with (30)) but is not satisfactery for short waves on the filament,
often resulting in a spurious instability (Leonard 1985). Recent work by Winckelrnans &
Leonard (1987) focuses on a solution to this problem which actually borrows a term from
tile LIA and adds it to the usual regularized contribution.
Leonard's method is by far the most used in 3D (Leonard 1980, 1985, Ashurst 1983,
Ashurst & Meiburg 1985, Nakamura, Leonard & Spalart 1986). See also the closely-
related 3D vortex-in-cell method of Cou/_t, Buneman, & Leonard (1981). With proper
care this method can be applied to a variety of vorticity-donfinated flows. Some involve
isolated filaments, in whic l, case the core parameters have a s,rong influence on the solution;
others involve "bundles" of mnnerical filaments to describe a physical vortex, which makes
the calculation much more expensive but less sensitive to the parameters. A systematic
application to flows past solid bodies, with boundary layers, separation, and so on, still
has to be made.
_.3. ,_cgmfnt methods*
(',horin (1980, 1982) proposed a method in which chains of w_rtex elements can also be
identified, but they are treated totally separately ill terms of the w, locity they induce, and
the simplest and least computationally expensive regularization of tt,e kernel is used (the
velocity is corrected within a sphere centered on tile mid-point of the segment). (_horin
does not require a single chain to behave like a physical w_rtex, and relies on bundles or
ch,,ds _f elements t,, obtain the correct hehavi,w (e.g., (30)). (',,mtpared with filament
methods this method is somcw]utt cheaper computati_,nally and offers easier bookkeeping.
In fact, one could generalize the paltern of elenlellts from a bundle of lines to a "net". One
would keep track of a set of nodes, which g,.t x_,,_,'d it, time following the fluid. There
would also he a set of segments, eaHI with a circulation, a starting node and an end node.
Any number of segments could start front, or end on, a single node provided that their
circulations (take, with the approl_riate sign) add up to zero. With such a method it
would be much easier to merge nodes to control their number if aeeded (§9.3).
(',horin (19S2) used his ,ueth,,d to compute the ew_lution _f a disturbed w_rtex in a
periodic hox, with emphasis _,n the question of singularities in tile 3D Euler equations
and the fra('tal charact_.r _,f the supp,rt of w,rticity in turhulent flow. lie also studied
. !
I,oundary-layer transilion (('horin 19_;0). _.!
_._. Monop,l, mdhods"
A numl_er of three-dinwnsic,tml x. ,.thods have been prop_,:ge:! in which tile computational
eh'lnet,ts are totally disconnected instead of I,cing arranged in filaments t,r ntqs (Rehbach
®
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1977, Saffman 1980, Beale &"Majda 1982, Novikov 1983, C. Greengard 1984, Cantnloube
_ _ Hnberson 1984, Anderson & C. Greengard 1985, Mosher 1985). The elementa aresometimes called "vortex monopoles" or "vortons'. In uch methods t e rotation and
stretching of w)rticity I)y the _.V'U term is explicitly computed instead of being a by-
./" product of the relat,ve motion of tile points that describe the filament. The methods differ
i_ priul;_l'ily ill the way this term is computed.
The attractive features .f ._uch moll,Ms are: simplicity and Conlputational convenience,
possibly easier nlaihenmiical analysis, and tile freedom for the elements to rearrange them-
selw.s so that the topology of the w)rtex lines changes (the "reeonnection process"). The
_d)jection was raised early on (by the author and certainly by many others) that in such a
nielht)d the w)rticity field carried by the comp:ltational elements may not be divergence-
free, whi(']| is ullnatllral.
Suppose ore" has it set .f elements whidl carry vorticity in three-dimensional space. Call
,,_, the vector flehl formed by adding tile vorticity of all the elements, as in (17) or (23) but
with vector values. The ._ubscript "a" stands for "apparent", as will become clear. The
procedure is t_) apply the Biot-Savart law (3) to w_ to obtain the velocity field U. Let us
define the "true" w)rticity field wt by wt _ V × U. Clearly the divergence of wt is 0, since
it is the curl of some vector fieht. If the divergence of the apparent vorticity is nonzero,
it ci_nm,t be equal to the true w)rlicity: w0 _ We. More precisely, wt is the projection of
_.,,, Olflt, the space (,f diw'rgence-free w'ctor fields (th;s is so because tire Biot-Savart law
_! aciually solves the l)olss¢,n equation VzU X7 × _a, so that the only link between _
and _t is tha! they have the sallw curl).
(',rapllically, what this llll.allS is that when tile "vortex lines" of w, terminate within
the d_,amin (i.e., V.,,,,, / 0) the vortex lines of wt correct this by connecting to another
vh.mvnt, or the opposite end of the Sallle eh'luen|, in a.s smt,otlt a fashhm as possible.
Thus the stuall I'egi.n in which ,..,.. / 0 is surrounded by a much larger "halo:' in which
_.', / O. This is dist urlfi,g, Iwcaus,, Olle applies tile w)rticity tra;.sport equatiol_ (including _'
lhv v_,rl,,X-Ml'Vlchi_._g a:ld roiali_m ierttl, etc.) to _c,, noi it) we. Thus if there is rotatiou
r locally wilerv _.',, is located, _he whole halo of wt rotate,s to_,, which i: just not cor,ect.
If the visualizati_,tz ,,f a I,zonol)ole calculation shows that tile elements are scrambled
,_,,I n_mw _ff the w,rtex linen _,f _,,, lerzlfincle withi, the donmin, then _,_ and ,.,-'tnmst be
..Ir, mgly difl'erenl, the cah'ulali(m is unr,.liabh., and it shouhl be terminated. Monop(,le
tt.'t I..Is are uldikely t_. t.. "r_dmst" ill th,. Sell._eof all_wing safe iv_egration to large times.
i l{ehl,.,h (1!177) i'ep_,rts Sel'i_,tts i_r,,I,lel_S far d.wn:areall, of his wil,g and had to artificially
• re'ditty the st lelJgth of the v,,riex elvllWlltS ill that region it, obtailt a stable solution.
S,tli't|lal| ,k' M,.ir,,n's (I,q,_(i) st udy is quite critical of vorlon methods. They showed that,
_1_ ill Krllt'la]. it s3.',t¢'ll| i,f Via'it,lib in I|ot it weitk solutioll of (4) allgl does not eVeli conserve
Ill,' itttvZl'itl_'d ,',,rticity ,,r ltl_,ltWtlttlltt, given by (9) alld (10) (see idso Leonard 1985); i
the' 3 il.ib¢, C')IIII|I¢'III lilt Ihl" i¢'lll ra[ l'tde i,f the ltl,tizer, divergell('e t,f _e,. Noltct)nservation of
illlPl2,1'it|l'll _.l,l'|i('itV i_ Itl)l I'_1, s('riollS_ l)twitilSl' it is till" integral of a,'a which in !1(11 ¢Ollserved ]t
(_-'t always iltteld.l'ates tt, el, :t:..Sllllling fast ellough decay at large distances). ()n the other
h;tll,I. I|,,ll(',,llSt'rvittiOll I,f Illl,lllt'll|tllll iS a serious flaw (§1.3).
Tli,' Itt,,.st p.pular applicati.tl .f u..n.pole methods has I,een to the reconnec'ion pro-
tess {( (;reengard 1.)_.1, M-sher 198.",), whMl filaluent nlethods are unal)le el, model
®
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without outside intervention. Rehbach (1977) also studied the flow past sharp-edged
three-dimensional wings, and Cantaloube & Haberson (1984) studied propellers and ro-
tors. Only Greengard had a mathematical convergence proof for his method and attempted
(with some degree of success) to demonstrate the convergence in actual calculations. The
_ three-dimensional problem is probably the most open and challenging in the field of vortex
methods.
m
®
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5. Extension to viscous and compressible flows
5.1. Viscous flows
The original Navier-Stokes equations express local interactions between neighboringpoints, through the spatial derivatives. In contrast, wn'tices interact at a y distance
i through the Biol-Savart law and do not recognize their neighl)ors. The unfortunate con-
sequence is that while we were able to fornmlate one set. of equations, the Euler equations,
very elegantly the necessary spatial derivatives are not available to add any other terms,
: for instance the viscous terms, in a straightforward manner. One needs to alter (19), (20),
or (2:_).
One obvious idea is to use the exact viscous solution (2!) to make vortex blobs, at least
in 2D. The blobs then spread in time like x/_- Equations (19) and (20) are retained. This
method is altractiv,', but, inconsistent. In a vortex-blob method, to obtain convergence
of llle transport process one needs to leI, the core size a tend to 0 (see §$.2). If _ is
made proportiollal to v/vt, the user can't control it any more. and the core-deformation
: error cmmot be made to vanish. Thus the method "mimics" viscosity, but damages the
_ inviscid process. C. Greengard (1985) actually proved that the method solves "the wrong
equation": the vorticity is "correctly diffused, but incorrectly convected, even in the limit|.
vortices .
_', of intinitely many ' "
The most used treatment of viscosity is the random-walk algorithm (Chorin 1973).
(',h,,rin adds a random component of appropriate magnitude (proportional to v/vAi) to
the position of each vortex at each t.inle step. In the average, with a large number of
vortices, this inlroduces the desired diffusion. When solid bodies are present there is also
a creati(m ()f new vorlices ah)ng the wall al each step to account for the flux of vorticity
,rot of the wall. This a l)pr()ach is very simple, consistent, and partial proofs of convergence
are slarlinlz t_ al)l)ear (lt.hl 19,_.:1.(;o.dman 1987). On the olher hand it seems inefficient
to carefully track a vorlex if i! contains -nly such a. small amomlt of information (since
it lake.,, i_laay v_wlices for llw laws of stalislics to turn the random walk process into a
n,e;,1Li_l_t'ul wl,i,'rosc()l)ic ,{iffusi,m). Milinazz,_ & Saffman (1977) created a controversy by
tesl in_ lhe l_.'th-d and sh(_wing very slow convergence to a simple exact solution; the error ;
was of the.rderofN l/_,wi!h Nlhenun_ber-fw_rtices. There are some questions about
which measure of the error is most meaningful with the random vortex method, but the
consensus seems I. t)e that slow convergence is ol)served notably near tmundaries (Chorin
1.9,_0), and lhe O(N 1/'2) estimate was contirmed by Roberts (1985).
Pr, d)ably _he n.)st convincing application wil h random wa.lk was the study by Ghonienl
_, (;a_n<>ll (].987) They succeeded in sinmlating lhe flow over a. 1)ackward-facing step
in lhe lalJfinar range, up 1o Ileyn(dds mll,l)er 229, using a.1)ont 1000 wwtices. In this
Ih_w viscmls stresses c_mtr, d lhe flow even away from the wall, so lhe agreement with
;_ experillwnt s and ol her calculalions is very encollra_jng. On lhe other hand, i1_the author's
esli_nali,m results of the same quality could be obla.ined with a grid-bused method with
i _m.'h h.ss c_n,qmtalional expense, and the competitiveness of the random-walk method in
l_,r]I_s ,ff c.nqmlati_mal speed is not excelh'nt. This led lhe l)resent autl_t_r to choose a h'ss
a_lAli,,us alqm,ach, wherein the v;':cous effects are l.ota]ly Ilegh'cted away from the wall, i
aml are included.,ly in a relatively crude manner in the boundary layers. This approach is
®
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clearly not universal, but with careful implementation and high enough Reynolds numbers
it has been justified by the results obtained on a number of cases.
b Two other possibilities for a viscous method should be mentioned. One could be called
the "exploding vortex" method: at. each step each vortex would be split iuto a few w_rtices
with a spread again proportional to _. ]'his method leads to a rapid proiifcration
, of vortices, and therefore is exl.remely expeasive and impractical. Finally, there is the
[ idea of transferring circulation between blobs at. each time step in an appropriate manner
! to represent lhe ditfusion (G. Winckelmans, personal communication 1987, after work
by Cottet and Raviart's group in France). Thus, (19) is modified. There is no core
sl)reading , so the convergence of the invi'ccid part of the dynamics is not jeopardized.
i • Circulation is conserved, but the vorticity centroid apparently is not (one could modify (20)
i to compensate). The method needs to have some "dormant." vortices with zero circulation i
in any region that may become vortical at later times, and the vortices must be closely
packed, only a distance of order _ apart. In grid-based methods the spacing between
p,)ints is typically of the order of x/_7; (where T is a global time scale), which is much
larger than x/_t.
The profusion of candidates for the viscous treatment (we even omitted a few that
showed very little pronfise) reflects the intense need for such an addition, as well as the
lack of a truly satisfactory solution to this date.
v 5.2. Comprc,_sible flows*
Most flows of interest are at. least slightly compressible, and the capability t.o treat, such
flows with a vortex method would be very valuable. Furt.hermore one of the key ingredients
of the method, Kelvin's theorem of conservation of circulatiou, still applies to barotropic
compressib'.e flows. Shocks and other sources of vorticity invalidate the theorem; this
creation of vorticity could in principle be computed, but this has not been a_tt.empted yet.
l,et us restrict the discussion to shock-free flows. Then (19) and (20) apply.
The equation that does not a.pl)ly any more is (18). The velocity now also depends on
the dilatation rate (,_ _- %), which is nollzero. One possible approach is to include this
quantity in the description, and have a number of sources in the flow just. like there are
vortices. The obstacle here is that the ew)lut.mn equation for t]: dilatation rate is far from
bein_ as simple as that for vorticity. Furthermore the dilatation rate, unlike the vorticity,
is not normally contlned to a small region. Thus one of the main advantages _.r the vortex
rn(,thod is lost. These two obstacles seem to have prevented any sustained attempt using
tiffs approach. The author is only aware of some work along these lines by Professor J. C.
Wu, using a finite-difference method (personal communication, 1983).
Another al)l)roach is to c_msi(ler flows at. low Math numbers and to approximate the i
dilatatiot_ rate. One would then obtain an expansion in terms of the Mach number, similar !
t,) the well-known and successful Prandtl-Glauert a,pproximation. This was attempted
hy I)effenhaugh & Shivanauda (1980). They obtained a Poissola e(luat.ion for the first.
correct.ion, of the order the Mach number squared, and used a lqnite-difference method
t._)s,lve it. 1t is not clear 1o the author that tl,- procedure was consistent, because time ;i
derivatives were fi)und both ou lhe left- and right-haled side of the equations. Indeed the
mnnerical solutio_ls were unsial)le in time, and Deffenbaugh & Shivananda had to delete
(9
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i! some of the time-dependent terms to obtain bounded solutions. They conjectured that a
I more accurate scheme would alleviate the problem. To our knowledge, this approach has
lit not been followed upon.
i For future work, it seen_s that the objections to the first approach are deeper than those
to the second one. One should be able to formulate a correction at low Math number.
llowever it. is not clear that this can be done without tile use of spatial derivatives as in a
Poisson equation; these can be handled on a grid, but losing the grid-free character of tile
method is a heavy price to pay. The best by far would be to find a grid-free strategy for
the compressibility correction.
®
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6. Inviscid boundaries
6.1. Use of boundary element8
._ The ;raditional way of implementing the inviscid boundary condition (i.e., zero normal
velocity ._.t a surface) is by using image vortices. Ilowever this is possible only when the
• shape of the surface is very simple (e.g., straight line or circle) or when ,me has an analytical
_ conformal mapi)ing from the desired shape to one of the simple shapes. This has led to
numerous studies of the flow past. circles, ellipses, and Joukovsky airfoils, for instance.
Another serious drawback of images in practice is that a vortex close to the wall is also
close to it.s own image. A strong interaction can develop, with the vortex and the image
forming a pair and traveling along the wall at a high velocity and in the direction opposite
to that of the boandary layer.
In practice the method of boundary elements, in which vortices, sources, or doublets of
., appiopriate strength are placed along the boundary to ensure that the boundary condition
is satisfied, i.s much more flexible. In other contexts it. is called the panel method. At the
expense of solving a linear system, one can treat, arbitrary shapes. The matrix of tl_e linear
-i system is unfortunately full, but. in a time-dependent computation it needs to be inverted
only once so that. the cost at. each step is of order M 2 and not M 3 (M being the mrmber
of boundary elements).
When the boundary-elenmnt method is used as part. of a vortex algorithm, as opposed
to a potential-flow solver, ,t is convenient to use vortices for the boundary elements (Lc,vis
_981). Furthernmre in some cases using w)rtices is much more natural (for instance the
splitter plate for a mixing layer carries a velocity jump and therefore circulation). Let us
restrict our attention to two dimensions for now. Let the points :_j, 1 57 j < M, describe the
I)oundary. The bound vortices are placed at. these points. One could construct an algorithm
i.o cancel 1]w normal velocity at or near the poini.s _j (for instance at. (xs q xs-t-z)/2).
]{owever, lh('re are large local velocities and (let)ending on the exact choice of the test
point and other parameters ihcr,_ is a danger of having fluid "leak" through lhe boundary
in the average. ]1 is much l)refcrable to use the stream function: the condition is then
_"(_-jtl) ::_ ('(x j). Thus we are iml,osing zero mass flux between :_) and xj+l. This _.
m('l]md is more robust, and also more c.mvenier, t when (me has several surfaces (e.g., the
walls ofa win(l-frame]) and wishes to iml)ose the mass flux between them: the condition
I,e('omes t/,(_a_,) = ¢,(_j) Q if xa is on one wall, _a+l is on the other and Q is the
mass flux. The stream-function method results in a matrix which is well structured; the
largest elements arc on the main diagonal _md the one just below it., and Gauss elimination
without pivoting is sufl]cient to solve the system.
Typically the sl.l'(-alll fi,n<'liolt results from the linear comlfinat.ion of three COmlmnents.
If there is th,w at infi,fily lhis correspo,_ds to a stream function ('oo(x) - (x × U_,_).e,
where U_ is the uniform fv('('streanl velocity. Note that a slight generalization is possible ,]
in 2I): if the freest.ream flow has uniform vorticity the vortex method <:an still be applied ]
to the deviation from the freestream vorticity (i.e., Eq. (7) still holds, but (4) does not /
in 3D). Then there is the slrea.m function associated with the free vortices, */'I, which is
given by (28). The initialization or generation of these w_rtices strongly depends ,m the
prolflem at han(I. Finally there is tile stream function of the bound vortices, ._/,_,,which is
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given by (28) too. Thus the equations are
I_ I/'b(Xj4.1)- l/'b(Xj)--:- t/'<x_(Xj)-- 4,cro(xjq_r) + I/,j(Xj)- ](xj.+l)-- _)3. (31)
,i' The unknowns are the circulations I'_ of the M bound vortices. After they have been
computed, the velocity of the free vortices is COmlmted and they are advanced for one time
_.'
[_ step according to (20). The (lisp]a,centent of the fi'ee vortices (and possibly the creation of
new ones) alters '_/,f, so tha.t (31) has to be solved again for the next step.
The question arises imInedia.tely that (31) can be written only for j < M; there are
, only M 1 equations, for the M unknowns Fj. This is the well-kn_,wn paradox: the total
circulation is undetermined. The solution is to add an M *h equation that prescribes the
sum of the circulations. Thus all the elements of the last row of the matrix are 1. Typically,
one forces the total circulation ira the plane to be zero, so that the M th equation is:
M N
Er}=-Er, (a2)
3=1 i=1
(recall 1hat N is _]le number <,f fi'ee vortices). However this condition is not unique;
sometimes symmetry or ,,lher considerations are applied instead. See the discussion of
(3_) i. fi7._.
For the extension to three dimensions, one will not have a stream function. One can of
course revert to a condition on the normal vel_wity itself, but ianposing the condition in an
integral sense as in (7!) is preferable. Suppose one has cells on the surface (e.g., triangles);
the border of each c_,ll defines a contour. One could use a vector potential and require
thai its circulalion around each contour is zero. This in equivalenl to requiring that the
flux (_f the velocity fiehl lhrou_h each cell is zero. Since mass c_mservation is huilt into
the discrelization, it seen'.s consistent Io use for the I)oundary a.n algorithm that exactly
((H|s{'rvus II HI.'-;S.
All applicati_m of llw wwtex met h.d wi|h inviscid boundaries is given in §6.3. Other
applicali,ms ar_"nozzles or wind tunnels. ,Spa.lart (1984) assessed tunnel blockage effects =.
1,y illll)osillg the inviscid c_m(lili,,n on the tmme] walls (on which sel)aration did not occur)
a_,l visc(ms c<mditions on the I_(,<ty.One can also represent a lifting sm'face as an inviscid
I),mndary (Kaiz 19sl), lint lhen lhe circulation in lhelower and upper boundary layers
cann(fl be dislin_uished, so t.]la.t one cannot predict viscous effects such as separation; one
_lsc, Jweds to imp<_se t]le Kui.la condition.
ti.2. t/_ mark ,m thr choice of tu,o 7_umm'ical paramrlcr._ °
in general, there are llocxplicil e<luali-ns linking the difl'erent length parameters, so i
lhat the user is left with his her intuili,m lo ch,)ose values, ltowever ill the simple case
of all iz:viscid boundary one can use the followinK simple argument to relate tire spacing
}wtween t l,' I>oinls _+ and x.i+; and the core radius or. We idealize the boundary as a
straiKhl line on the .r axis with equally distributed points _j at. intervals A. i,et II denote
the w'hwity .ittm]) acr_ss the sheet. The ideal stream funct.iou is _/'i -_ " 111!1[/2; the flow is
unif, wlu at _ !_/2 above and IJelow the sheet. With the discretization by vortices, tire tlow
®
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is nearly uniform away from the sheet by forms the usual "cat's eyes" around the vortices.
& The stream function discretized using vortex blobs with the core function F _ r2/(r 2 + 1)
(see (46)), is given byllb
,.ix)_ l°g(Ix-JAe j + (33)
.¢ j=-c_
| The circulation of each vortex is -UA, and/.he denominator inside the logarithm represents
an additive constant thai. was set. to ensure that at. x = _j = j_e_, _/,_= ¢i = 0 (recall that
the stream function will be sampled at. the points _j to write (31)). One can verify that
for large [Yl the stream function _/'d give,, by (33) becomes arbitrarily close to -U lyl/2 + C,
where (7; is a constant. The mass flux between the test point _j and a point far up will
be correct, only if C = 0. This mass flux is an important quantity when the walls are the
walls of a tunnel or nozzle, especially of variable section. It is less important in external
flows. A numerical summation of the series (33) showed that C = 0 is obtained when a/A
is equal to 0.153. The optimum value of a/A naturally depends on the core profile used
(the F function). In practice, the value 0.153 can rarely be exactly respected since the
spacing of the points is generally uneven, but it. is a vselul guide.
_. 6.3. Example: a curved mixin 9 layer
'_ Mixing layers, either temporally- or spatially-developing, have been a frequent subject
_,_ for vortex melhods (Ashurst 1979, Aref & Siggia 1980, Ashurst & Meiburg 1985). A short,
unpublished study of curved, spatially-developing mixing layers will be described here
i)rimarily ms an example of how realistic boundary conditions can be applied. The study
i was suggesl.ed by l)r. N. Mansour (NASA Ames Research Center) after some experimental
! studies showed a strong effect of curvid.ure on the structure of mixing layers (with the faster
stream inside, I.he layer was much more disorganized and three-dimensional).
Although this was not the only way to proceed (see lhe treatment of the flat mixing
layer using |w() semi-intlnite v,)rl('x sheets in Let)nard 1980) it was decided to use curved
walls as guides for the flow. Let R l)e the radius of (he mixing layer, Rl the radius of
the inner wall and R2 thal. ()f (.}w ou(.er wall. The values chosen satisfied R]/R =- 0.9 and
R2/R-. 1.1, and the "lest section" covered one radian; see Fig. 3. Boundary conditions
were enforced ou the two walls, on an inflow ])oundary and on a section of the splitter plate
using bound w_rtices. On the walls and plate, the inviscid no-penetration condition was
applied (most mixing-layer simulations do not enforce any condition on the plate; they just
place a row of vortices of equal circulation on it,). Along the inflow boundary, the velocity
normal t-the boundary (u0) was imposed and equal to the veh)city of the irrotational flow
(i.e., l,r,,i,orfi_mal to i/r). This is a.n example of (31) with Qj _ 0. It can be interpreted
as a porous l)oun(lary with imposed blowing. The system was ch)sed by requiring that
:_ Ih,' circulati,)n of the l),t,n(I and the free vortices add uI) i.o zero, see (32). This value
was arbitrary bul ensur('d thai the flow outside the walls was relatively quiescent, so that
i th,, w'lo('ity iiehl was ._,lll()()th at. the inflow and -ulflow boundaries. Provided that the
i lest s('cti_,i is hmg em_ugh, lhe ntam,er in which the linear system is closed (the A.Ifh
equation) is unil,lportanl, its are the in|tow and _)ullh_w conditions; here we are inw)king i
.qaint Weilalll's principle.
®
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Figure 3. ('.Otnl_utation of curved mixing layers, a) Fast fluid outside, U2 = 2Ul;
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walls; A vortices bound lo splitter plate; u vortices bound to inflow
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No condition was needed at t!ae outflow. The trailing edge of the plate gives an example
of a smooth transition from tll,e bound vortices to the free w)rtices; the two families of
it vortices have the same spacing, core size, and essentially the same circulation (this assumes
,. the proper relationship between the mean velocity, the time step, and the spacing). At
every time step the last bound vortex becomes a fi'ee vortex, keeping its circulation. The
vortex that is farthest downst"eam is (telei.e.4. Th:._s the calculation can be run as long as
desired.
In parallel with the numerical study, the linear stability of curved vortex sheets was
investigated. By generalizing the well-known derivation for flat sheets (Batchelor 1967, p.
511) it. was found that the growth rate a for a wave with wavenumber a is given by:
I-I(/7- U_) (34)(v, - + 2}'
where l_'i is the velocity of the inside stream and /;z is the velocity of the outside stream.
Note that this formula reduces to Batchelor's result (a-: n lUa - U21/2) as aR --_ _, that
is, as the radius of curvature becomes much lar_,er than the wavelength.
Equa.ti(m (34) shows that the mixing layer is ,,,ore unstable if the inner stream is faster
(It} > Ir._). However the relative difference i_, growth rates is smallest for the most
_-.
_ ,,nstat)le waves (largest I¢ I)s<, this effect is not significant. Figure 3 shows mixing layers
_" with w'locity ratios U..,/Ui of 2 and 1/2 resl)ecl.iw'iy , and confirms that even a significant
•_ curvature (compared with the size of the largest eddies) has little effect on two-dimensioi,ai
mixing layers. This strongly suggests that the third dimension is necessary to explain the
el[ect observed in experiments.
Another point of inleresl is l hal the boundary condilion on the sl)liller plate did not
seem 1o make a noticeable differezlce in the ]low tm.itern. There was a l_ossi},ility that the
pressure (lisiurhances frolu downstream would iIItlucnce the circnlalion ,_f l},e new vortex
thai is created at evch sle_l, thus ('reai in_ a fe,'(llmck inechanism with file sharp trailing
_'dge am an a,lll)liiier. However, in the calculali_ms Ibis ell'eel was very weak. and the flow
did n,_l dilt'er n,lticeably when the boundary co,idiii,m was enforced ,,sint_ ",1) and when
lhe wlrlices ll_,und t.,I lhe I)]ale were given nif, trni circula.li,ms.
®
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7. Viscous boundaries
7.1. Application of the Biot-Savart law inside a solid body
Ill §6 we showed how the inviscid, no-penetration condition can be conveniently enforced
";_ using boundary elenwnts, preferably vortices. We are now interested in satisfying also the
no-slip condition. A priori this is nlore difficult, but we have a very fortunate result that
shows thai, for external th)ws, this can still be achieved with a single set of boundary
elements (Wu & Sankar 1980). Thus, calculations with both the no-penetration and no-
slip conditions are ahnost as simple as those with only the former. The key idea is to
extend the velocity field and the stream function into the region occupied by the body•
Consider a solid body occupying the t)ounded region D, with boundary OD. It may be
nmltiply-connected, made up of sub-regions Di. For now we restrict ourselves to a fixed
body and two dimensions. Suppose we obtained a vorticity field such that the stream
function it induces through the Biot-Savart law (8) satisfies the no-penetration condition,
&/,/0s = 0 on OD. Recall that (8) represents the Green's function for the whole plane•
We may have achieved this using boundary elements; in any case there are only vorticity
elements (so that _/, is defined and single-valued), and none of them are inside D. The
fornmla (8) can be applied for x inside D. and there V2_b = w = 0. Therefore _bsatisfies:
v 0 in D, (35a)
- :-0 m, OD. (35b)
This is Laplace's equation wit h a I)irMdet boundary condition. It is a well-l),,sed prol)lenl
with a unique solulion up I.o a.nadditiw" c<mslant i_, each subregion: _" = C, in D,.
'l'herefi_re U, a.s given by (¢;), is id,miicallv zero in l). AIs_ consider i)_/,/'9n, the normal
derivative _t' q" a.s _m," apl_r, mchc.- i)l.;) from the iu.,sid_. Since ¢, is constant in D,,
0!;,=o ,,,,01), (a6)
i)-
i.e., the ta.l,gent.ial w'h,cily jus! below the h,.mndary is zero. This is a very useful result.
Several remarks, l'irst, one could have first, imposed Otl,/01_ -= 0 and ,_btained 0q,/0s = 0
as the I)y-lm_duct (Laplace's equation with Neumann condition also has a unique soluti,m
up 1o an additive conslant). In other words, if (35a) holds (35b) and (36) are equivalent. In
the numerical method we elected 1o explicitly apply the no-penetration condition O_/,/0s =-
{I because it requires less smoolhness of _,',(observe that (31) is written directly in terms
of _/,, not in terms of deriwd.ives) and also because it seemed more imw_rtant to conserve
mass exactly; tlw viscous efl'ects, including the no-slip condition, are treated a little more i
hmsely. Second, the solulion to (35) is unique only if D is bounded and 0D is closed,
lhat is, fi_r an exter,tal fl,,w. Third, th, _ argument on the normal derivative applies only if ]J
one can approach 01) from the inside, that is, if D has a finite thickness. The argument
lotally breaks dowu l'_r an infinitely l.hil_ I),nly, e.g., a p!_t,.e.._,nd in th., mmlerical context
one needs to be caref',.l if lhe thickness of lhe body is no! large enougl', ,_ompared with the
spacing of lhe vorlices along lhe wall.
®
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Figure 4a. Flow past a bluff body, just after impulsive start. -- boundary;
• vortices; -_ velocity vectors
i The behavior of the velocity field is illustrated in Fig. 4. A simple body shape was
considered, just after aii impulsive start (i.e., there are no free vortices yet). Thus we have
irrotatiottal flow around the body. Boundary vortices were used to enforce the _b/Ds = 0
condition, discretized as in (31). The velocity vectors computed using (26) are plotted
at the nodes of a regular grid, including inside the body. In Fig. 4a one recognizes the
usual potential-flow solution outside the body. Ins;de the body, the velocity vectors are
very snlz.ll, showing that the iormal argunlent base i oil Laplact's equation (35) does work
i! well nu!! erically. This was not entirely obvious, because usually the function _, ill (23)does not ilave bounded support, so that there is a little residual vorticity inside the body,
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and also because we forced _/, to take the same value (Ci) only at the discr, :,e points _)
(see (31)). Tile natural smoothness of solutions to Laplace's equation helps. In Fig. 4 tile
boundary elements represent a vortex sheet, and the strength dF/ds of the sheet gives the
II velocity jump across tile sheet. Therefore dF/ds gives the tangential velocity _boo; lhe
elements. Thus once tile boundary vortices are known it is a very simple matter to obtain
the limiting velocity of the potential flow at the wall, and the surface pressure throug]l
i Bernoulli's equation. 'l.'hu',' eve,i for potential flow the method of boundary vortices has a
distinct advantage over those b; ..... ] ,,n sources or doublets.
7.2. Creation of vorticit v
The interpretation now differs for inviscid and viscous flow. Ill viscous flow the vortices
along the boundary are not considered a.s mathematical tools to enforce a boundary con-
dillon, but as actual vorticity that is imparted to the fluid by the shear stress at the wall.
Solid walls have long been interpreted as sources of vorticity (Lighthill 1963). New vortices
are created at every step and reh:ased into the fluid, just like at the trailing edge for the
nfixing layer (§6.3), but now all along the wall (Chorin 1973). The circulation of the new
vortices is computed as is they were bound w_rtices, but tlley are immediately considered
as free vortices and allowed to in<we with the fluid. Symbolically, their contribution to _/,!
_ is transferred from _,'b to _/'i, on the right-lland side of (31). so that _"oo+ 4'! alone satisfies
'" the I)oundary conditit,n. Tile vortices then move according to (20), by all atnol,nt that is
O(At). This alters _",,_ -_ ¢,y by all aniount O(AI), st, when (31) is solved again _t, and
: therefore the circulati.n -f the l|ew w,rtices are O(At). Thus, a Sill&l] alnount of vorticity
. is released at each step. Tile w_rtices are created not right on the boundary, but a sinall
distance do outside it. There are "wall points" _j where (31) (with Q; : 0) is applied,
and "creation points", say :_' ",_.here the new vortices are placed.
.i
The wall p.ints and creation poi:._ts can be distinguis!:ed ill Fig. ,Ib, which is a detail
_f Fig..ta. Notice the smooth potential flow away front tile wall, the velocity vectors
Iw<'_mling very small inside the body, and tilt, transition regi_m in which tile directioIl of
the w'locity fluctuates. The lllicroscopic <h'scripti,nl of the wall (on tilt' scale of I_j._ l - x_])
is a little cru<h'_ I)ut _m a illacroscopic h.w'l the nwthod has the folh,wing advantage. The
r_,w .f v.rti<'es ill Fig;..lb (al,I ill g,elwral with ally attached bonndary layer', fornls a vortex
sheet. 'l'lw tangetitial vehwily al)ove the shear layer is U,., tlw vel,wit)of :he potential
floW, itll(l lit(' veil,city Iwh)w it i._ zero. Therefi)re tilt' vortices lransl_tte along *lie wall at
a w'h)city 1.7,./2. Tills is known to I)_. cor,'ect, in tile sense tllat in a IJouIl(tary layer the
aw'rage vel.ci_y of the vorticity, ,letined I)y
i
Z /Z| I; .... __ u ,o d9 w dv (37)
'. is precisely equal t,, I',/2 (just use w _ - u_ and an integration by parts). Tile flux of
vorticity alotlg the wall is an important quantity and is <orreet (as m,_'ntioned earlier, it
can Iw very inaccurate when image vortices are used). This is anotllor example of |.ow
sltla]l, scale el'r_ws call cancel each -ther so that integrated qnantities (here, I/0,,) are correct.
As in tile inviscid ttows, we need an extra equation to close the system (31) for earh
body. This condition is that the circulations of tile wwtices created along each body _t
®
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Figure 4b. Flow past a bluff body, just after in,pulsiw, start ((h, tai! of Fig. 4a).
-[_- boundary al:(i wail poiuts _.j; _ ,torti('es at creation points xj;
...... w'h,city vectors
®
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4 w is bounded because with viscosity it cannot remain in a sheet; instead it diffuses into
the fluid. The mechanism which prevents it from accumulating at the wall is viscous;
l thus the vortex-creation algorithm is consistent only with a viscous flow solver. In actual
._ calculations numerical effects play a strong role in this process, see § 7._ and 8.2.
idl Several slight generalizations are possible. If the body is translating, this ,'an be taken
" into accouut using ihe Qj's in (31). If the body is rotating at an angular velocity fl the
situation is a little more involved since there is vorticity w :: 2fl inside D. Again, oneadjusts the Qj's. The stream functio induc,-d by the inside vorticity can be computed
with the (',ontour l)yuamic._ formula (Zabusk), H_lghes,/(: Roberts 1979) and subtracted
l_ from the righl-ha))d side ,,f (31). Th);_ was done by Sl)alart g" Leonard (1981) for the
dynamic-stall study, see Fig. 7. On the other hand, if the body is deforming or several
bodies are it, relative motion there is an extra difficulty because the matrix involved in
_i (31) becomes tin;e-dependent, s(, that it. has to be computed and inverted ._t each step.
i_ Fi,ally, in three dimensions the same argument as in (3.5) can be applied to °._:e ve_:_or
r 1)otential. Thus the extension if) 3D is possible, i)ut it has no( been made yet; we first
need l.. obtain a r()hus( method for unbounded 31) flows.
?
7.:'( ('hoict of numerical l,aramclcrs =
i.
In the creation alg.rilhm jus! des(ribed, three length scales are involved near the wall.
As befl)t'e (!i6.:?) we haw' A, the spacing between the wall points, and at, the core radius.
Now there is also do, the distance froth the wall to the creation points. The requirements
('()Miict. d_) sh()uhl be large euough c()tui)are([ wiih cr for the residual vorticitv inside
lhe l)ody to l)e small, l)ul it should also l)e sm-'.dl enough compared with A to maintain
a s(rong coul)li)ig l)elw('('z) the creation i)()iEd a)M )he wall l)()itlt (st) that the matrix is
well-con(lition('(l). M()re()ver, cr sho'4l(I 1),"large ('ll(),',_',}l('()ml)ared ..villa A for tile cores to
overlap iu the s direcli(m, s() that tit." w.h)city ti:'hl is ;ts sn_()()th as l)()ssil)le (Fig. 4b). The
ditllcl,lly arises because t])(. w)rli('es are circular in a r(.gi(m, the b,)un(lary layer, where the
length scales in the ,_ itlh(l I_ (lirecli,n are naturally disl)r()l)()rti()nate. This is partly what
i,,()tivale._ sel)arale tr('atlztents ()f th.:"i),)uu(lary layer (see !i8).
I",,,rviscous II()ws, a quanlitative ('ouditi()t as in ,_6._ has not beell obtained; _/',tcannot be
fl)r('ed to giw. the rigid iltaSs tlllX frt,nl _'ll t() ::_ wilh(,ul I_lakiltg the v()rtex c()res itupinge (
()n (he I)ouudary. In l]lal S¢'llSe, tit(" actual I)ouhdary i._ I)[urre(I, s()mewh,'r(- between the
wall i)oints and the ('reatio)l points. Figure 4h shows a satisfa(tory set of parameters:
do A,/?, rr - A,/4, where A# is an average over the boundary: A - H/M where S is
) the lettgth of the I)()un(lary. The treed fl)r it balance between A, do and # implies that the
, h)cal value ()f A sh()uht m)t have very wide variations. It is helpful to clusler the points
(thus reducing A) it) the r(.gh)us with high curvature and near s!:arp corners, bui this
clust(.rit)g should I)v Ill,)d(.ral(.. Typi('Mly, A should not vitry hy more than a factor ()f 2.
"_._. Kutta condition
_.: The Kutla ('()nditi()u, like c(mfi)rma[ mappings and irttt_¢e vortices, is a maj()r too] of
('litssi('al hydr.(iynami(" theory, and it has been exl)licitly incorporated in many vortex
m('lh-d_ (e.g., Stanshy ,k" l)ix,)n (19_2)). Actually, a generalization (,f the chtssicai con<Il-
l )i,m (which iust I)r(,vides the circulation fi)r stead_ flow on an airfifil with a single shar l,
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trailing edge) was needed since the flows have vorticity and are time-dependent, and there !
may be several sharp edges, like oil a square. However the idea is the same: the velocity
at any sharp corner nmst be finite. Note that "Kutta conditions" have been applied to
smooth surfaces at separation, whicll is probably an improper use of the we,,, (in fact, one
_- is just applying tile no-slip condition). Note also that a complete viscous method does not
need the I:utta condition, because tllis condition is simply the result of separation of the
boundary layers, which an accurate viscous calculation can account for.
It turns out that the method outlined in §7.2, with creation of vorticity and the no-slip
condition satisfied all along OD, does a good job of reproducing tills viscous behavior, even
when the viscous terms are not. included. For instance in Fig. ). the flow near the various
trailing edges and convex sharp corners is physically correct, although no special treatment
or extra condition was applied there. When confronted with a convex sharp corner, the
method naturally expels boundary-layer vorticity into the outer how until a smooth flow
without large velocities around the corner is established. The h;gh curvature causes a rapid
acceleration and deceleration of the boundary layer, which causes separation. Vorticity is
released until the streamline originating at the corner is aligned with the upstream side of
the corner.
There are two major reasons for this "pseudo-viscous" behavior. The first is that the
vortices are created at a small but nonzero distance do .'rein the wall so that whenever
there is a deceleration of the boundary layer they acquire a small velocity component
directed away from the wall, which is what initiates separation. TLe second is that time-
integration errors, eSlW,'iatly with large velocities and strong str_:amline curvature, move
the vortices away from t.he wall. The analogies between integration errors and viscous
effects are discussed in more delail in !i8.2 and 9.1. in any ca._e this somewhat fortuitous
behavior is consistent, and lhe ttow nea.r sharp edges has r_lways been physically correct.
Note l]la| the shedding of w_rticity can be only transient as on a slarting airfoil without
stall, or permanent as in Iris. 1 or in the case of flow pasl a square. The separation from
smooth surfaces is a much more delica.te effect, and is discussed in delail in §8. .
7.5.Ezomplc: s/ar/iT_:/voHrz o7_,m _ir/oil
tt
The flow deveh,lmWnl around an airfoil ai incidence sta.ri.ed impulsively from rest is
considered, and will help clarify the issue of the Kutta condition. This is a classical .:
problem (Prandtl & Tietjens 1934). The airfoil is NACA 0012; the integral boundary-
layer treatment is activated (see §g.2) and the Reynolds number is high. Figure 5 shows
fi)ur snapshots of tl:e flow. At first one sees a sheet of vortices leaving the leading edge and
curling up. The slarting w_rtex l}:en grows itJ size. Since total circulation is conserved, an
Ol)i_osite circulalion remains on the airfoil, contained in the boundary layers. A sheet of
w)rtices connects the primary vortex and the trailing edge. This sheet clearly has a nonzero
circulalion (velocily jump), since it. undergoes a Kelvin-llelmholtz it_st.al)ilily. I h Is, the
circulation .on the airfoil is pro_re:_sively brought up to its fillal vahfe. In fact, the downwash
of lhc wwtex on the airflfil reduces the effective angle of attack, and tends to 0 only like
I/t. The lasi .,mal_sh_,t is at vm,'h larger lime; the wake now has zero circulation (note
E':_ that i' ,_(,es ,,,,, _',,ll |,,, a.l,y l,,,_)re)a.,,,t ,}]_' [i(,w ]ca.v,",. ,lie ,raiti,,_ e,_ge Sl,,oothly. FI'l,el$-- l'orce vecior at early l ilnes shows a lower lift lhan in lhe tinal state, as well as some dragII
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A
Figure 5. Airfoil starting impulsively without initial circulation.
a) tUoo/c= 0.02;b) tUoolc= 0.2; -) tUoo,'c= 0.3; d) tunic _ oo.
c is tile chord and Uoo the velocity..., vortices; I force
t
t
(induced drag from tile starting vortex). At large times tile drag is very small.
7.6. Pressure and force extraction*
The pressure was eliminated when the curl of (lb) was  ,.kento derive (4) and is not
necessary to advance the vorticity equation, but one often needs it as a diagnostic or for
the treatment of bound_,ry layers. The wall pressure and tile forces on the bodies call be
obtained directly from the rate of creation of vorticity. Consider a wall with s and n the
tangential and normal coordinates. Equation (7) can be written xf = -V.(U,,_ - vV_),
i.e., the flux of vorticity is Uw - vV,_, which reduces to -r,X'Tw at the wall si_,ce U = 0. We
take the dot product with the normal vector n to obtain the flux through the boundary:
-u&v/an. This is the rate at which the wall is "creating vorticity". Now consider the
momentum equation (lb); at the wall ',t reduces to Vp = vV2U or equivalently Vp = !
-v(V × ,.,,) (using a vector identity). In 2D, or in 3D with a fiat surface, one can show
®
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that n x (V × w) + n.(Vw) = 0 (in 3D, curvature seems to introduce another term). In
those cases we then get, n × Vp =- vOw/On, or in 2D
Op O_ 0_F
Os - yon - OsOt" (39)
The notation cg_F/OsOt is appropriate since thi_ is a rate of creation of circulation per unit
length and unit time. This quanlity is known, since we are creating the new vortices at
every time stei,. It. is then a simple matter to oiztain the wall pressure in 2D: (39) gives us
the derivative of the pressure along the wall. We usually apply the trapezoidal rule and
write
+ r;+, (40)
Pj+a -- Pj -- 2/kt
where the new vortices of circulation Fj and TM' _ j+_ are created during a step of length At.
If we integrate (39) around the wall, since p is single-valued we get
O2I'_i ds =: 0, (41)
that is, the total circulation created along e_ch body is 0. This is how (38) was derived
by Wu & Sankar (1980). Thus if we apply (38_ the wall pressure given by (39) returns
to exactly the same value after going around _he body, which is not always the case with
other methods for computing the pressure. A weakness of (39) is that it gives p only up
to an additive constanl. In many cases, the front part of the body is in contact with
irrotational fluid from upstream; one can then obtain a good estimate of the additive
constant by assigning the stagnation pressure to the front stagnation point (this neglects
the unsteadiness in Bernoulli's equation). Also, lhis method does not provide the pressure
away from the wall. One could however use this wall pressure as boundary condition
for the Poisson equation V2p = -V.(U.V.'U) (although the additive constants would be
troublesome). :
The equation Op/Os :: O_'I'/OsOt which led to (40) is much less sensilive to the viscous
details of the boundary layer (more specitically, I.he exact distribution of the vorticity in the
normal direction) than Op/Os ..... uO,z/9, (used by Chorin (1973)). Thus (40)is very well
adapted to vorlex methods and an accurate wall pressure can be obtained even with a crude
i represenlation of lhe boundary layer it:Cf. For instance if one has a steady attached flow
the flux of vorticity along the wall is U',, / 2 a.s mentioned earlier (_ 7.2). It, is balanced by a
flux of vorticity lhrov, gh the wall at a rate d(U2z/2)/ds; thus we get dp/ds = -d(U_/2)/ds,
i.e., the well-known Bernoulli equation. Many procedures have been proposed to obtain
the pressure from the time-dependent version of Bernoulli's equation; these methods arei
very cumbersome in separated flows because of the numerous branch cuts in the velocity
potential (_u!e for each vortex).
The global pressure force on a body is given by
e: × dl. (42)
J
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_, After integration by parts and use of (39) this becomes
f O2Fe_ × _ x ds, (43)
_, which is the negative of (14), applied to the newly-created vorticity. This is not a coin-
| cidence. Neglect the viscosity for now. What happens is that the motion of the vortices
under (26) preserves (14) (the momentum of the fluid), and that the creation of vorticity
effects the exchange of momentum between body and fluid. Thus (43) amounts to a global
momentum balance (but it c_ be applied to each body separately). One can check that
(43) gives the right "apparent mass" for a body undergoing acceleration. A similar formula
holds for the moment on the body, using the invariant (15) (Wu & Sankar 1980). If the
viscosity is not neglected, for instance if a random walk is used, then (14) is not (and
should not be) conserved when a vortex collidcs with the wall, and this is how the friction
force comes in. In practice, even without random walk there are such collisions due to
noise in the velocity field near the boundary (see §8.2 and 9.3) so that the pressure force
and the momentum balance do not exactly agree, but this is a small effect, and (39) and
(43) have been very satisfactory at high Reynolds numbers.
(
!
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8. Separate treatment of tLe bo,.adary myers
8.1. Overview
Tile boundary layers are the most difficult regions for a vortex method for at, least, ttlree
reasons. First, the standard method uses radially symmetric elements and therefor(; is not
adapted to the dispa.rate scales near tile wall (with finite-difference methods, high-aspect-
ratio grids are routinely used near the wall). This results in significant noise in the normal
component of velocity; recall Fig. 4b. Second, near the wall the viscous terms become
dominant, and the available vortex methods do not treat them very efficiemly. Third, the
boundary-layer region is usually close to being steady in Eulerian coordinates: Ow/Ot is
small, in contrast with the outer region where it is the Langrangian derivative Dw/DI,
which is small. Thus Eulerian meti-,ods "have an intrinsic advantage in the boundary layer•
One response to the problem of disparate scales is Teng's (1982) metimd, which uses
elliptic vortices. Teng applied it only to a boundary layer, using identical ellipses and a
random walk for the viscosity, lte obtained good results, but. apparently the method has
not been used further. One could certainly extend the idea by using ellipses of different
eccentricities; the w_rtices would be very flat near the wall and circular away from it. The
ellipse eccentricity and orientation would be simple functions of the distance to the nearest
wall. Note that such a concept is quiie din'erenl from one in which the ellipse parameters
would obey dynamical equaiion:a re2ecting the straining and the self-induced rotation. The
ellipses are introduced for kinematic reasons oaly; to obtain a more realistic flow field near
the wall. A drawback _,_ Teng's ;i_e',kod is ihat the fornmla for the velocity induced by
an elliptic vortex is much more complex t.qan fr,r circular blobs, so that the method can
be competitive only if an ellipse can repl_,ce at. "_east several biobs. It would pay to find a
simpler formula for an "elliptical blob".
• al
Many nwthods can be found m .." lile:aiure in which the no-slip condition is not
enforced using th,' boui,lary e]emems as nescri_x, t in ,_7. Most oft.e, the no-penetration
ctmdit ion is enforced using images, an:l there are a few "'separation points" at which vortices
are created and released into the flow (Lewis 19£1, Stansby & Dixon 1.182, etc.). When
the body has convex sharp corners, they are obviously going to cause separation, and it.
is c(msist.enl t.o apply a Kutta c(,u(iitio[i. The rate of release of vorticity is U,Z/2, with
the apl)ropriate sign, where U,. tim edge velocity of the upstream boundary Iwer. This
prescribes the circulation of the new w)Nex, an(:, the Kutta condition provides a condition
on its positi(m. Such fur,the(is satisfy ,.no intuition and have the major advantage that
on}y a few new vortices are created al. ew'ry step, compared with hundreds in the method
presente(I in {i7.2. They are lypical <)t"applications on minicomputers. On the other hand,
the use of the l{ul.l.a c(mdition is still very delicate. Another weakness is that separation, i
in the sense of a transfer o[" vorticity f;'om the wall region to the outer region, does not
occur only at the obvious points. "Secondary separation" occurs at, random on the back ]
face of bluff bodies, and its neglecl may be largely responsible for the excess circulation
flmnd by some studies and sonwtimc's compensated for by arbitrary means (see §9.6).
St.ansby &, Dixon (1!),_2) emphasize the iml)or_an('c ()f secon(lary separation. In the hmg
run, atlld especially for smo_,tii 1)odics, nlethods based Oll a few selected separation points
a •
will probably be superseded by &o,,e whic. allow ..aeparat,ion in any region, depending on
®
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the boundary-layer dynamics.
The idea of using all inviscid solver for the outer t}ow and a boundary-layer solver near
the wall is old, and has been very successful for attached flows• In such a case one is
11 l)rimarily interested in the viscous friclion dra.g, and possibly in the displacement effect
on the outer flow. The trouble sl,arls when 1.lie flow separates; the standard boundary-
layer equal ions develop lhc (h)ldslein sin_ularil.y. Any proposal to use the boundary-layer
equations for a sel)araled th)w should include a discussion of this singularity. It is all too
easy to mistake its etreci._, f,.)r purely numerical problems, or conversely t.o suppress them
I using mmwrical dissipation.
t 8.2. Simple dcl(ty of sepo.ralion
As luenl.ioned a.lready the vortices induce a fltir amount of noise near the wall, which
tends to scatter them. As a result, some move away from the wall, and others collide with
it. The ones lha.l collide can be pushed back. or they call_be absorbed and their circulation
be reintroduced a distarce do from the wall (see _9.,°1). Statistically, lhe wwticity tends to
drift away from the wall. As soon as t}lere i:, all adverse pressure gradient, the straining
adds to this effect, and separation occur:;. This is a mild case of the situation described for
sharp edges in §7. 4 . The pure vortex nmchod c_msistently predicts separation at the onset
of an adverse pressure gradiem, which is essentially the behavior of a laminar boundary
layer. With turbulenl, bovnda.ry layers, separation can take place much farther along the
wall and a 2I) method is unable i,; .,'eproduc,- this by itself.
This led to lhe idea of predicting Ill," ,_epara+,i,m p<fint by a separate method, which can
take lhe Reytmlds mmdwr and the effects _,f iurbu]encc into account, and intervening in
the dynmlfics .f the v,,rlices Io delay lhcir scl>a:'ali_m ',11)to the correct position. If this
iut.ervenli_m is perf(wnmd ill a scnsilde lll_,_Jl,,'r, we can r¢'ta.in the snaoot.]l blendi!_g between
the all.ached I_mndvrv-lav,'r w_rticitv alld the _)utsid,' w_rlicily (this is not achieved wit!:
the nwih_¢ls lhal release V_I'IiC_'S_11] 3" _t1 i| few l)(,inls and do not enforce the no-slip
conditi,m).
At every lillw slep: lhc pressure distribulion is co_lq)ut.ed using (40). Wilh it, the lwo
b_mndarv layers stat'tinR al ljle f]'onl stag_nati_m t)oilll of e;tch body are calclllated. SO far,
,rely integral llwt}nMs [T}jwaites" a11d }lead's. see Cebeci & Bra,lshaw 1977) have been used,
in conjul,cticm wilh (;rauvillc's lransili_m cril.erio_, and the time-dependent etl'ects on the
boundary layers have been netah'ct,'d. Thu._, there is room for experimentation with more
sophislical,'d boundary-layer solvers, q'h_' only inf<_rmalion needed from lhe boundary-
layer solulion are tim separaiion poinls (we do not all eml)l, lo continue the boundary-layer
soluti_m lwyond separatism). ()n each !,,_dy,, downslream of these two primary separation
points the vm'tices are frre t,o lmhave _lorlnally, so l,hal secondary separation can lake
place.
U1)strean_ _,f lhe separatism point.s indicaled I_y the b_n,mlary layer solulion, we prevent
the slatistical drill and separal.ion of lhe vorlices si_nply I_y re-absorbintz the new vortices
aft er only one step. h t'r,'.si_regular row of v_,rlices carries lhe Imundary-l;wer w)rticity as in
I"ila. 4, repre,neld.il_, a lhiu all.ached l>oundary layer..lust b,'ym_d the indicated separatim_
p(dnt, the w_r|ices are suddenly fre,, a_,l subjected Io the sir;tining a,ss_wiated with the
adverse pressure Kradienl, and lhey leave the vicinily _f lhe wall. This procedure achieves
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Figure 6. Simulation of the flow over an airfoil• a) without delay of separation;
b) with delay..., vortices; T lib and drag
tim goal of making t,he vortices sepal'ate approxhnately in the right place.
Figure 6 shows the flow over an airfoil calcula|e(i without and witil separation delay.
In Fig. 6a, observe how the vortices remain at.tached on the lower surface, thanks to the
favorable pressure gradienl, but separale just downstream of the leading edge on the upper
surface, in a mild adverse gradient. Thi:: is what laminar boundary layers would do. In
Fig. 6b with a very high Reynolds immber the integral boundary-layer solvers predicted
turbulence, and separation only at the traiihtg edge. This activated the separation-delay
device and we are left with attached boundary layers and a thin, smooth wake. The lift is
higher, and there is almost no drag. Separation dclay was also applied in Fig. 1; it ma,,!_
a difference on the upper surface of the slat, and on element 4. It was fully responsible for
the Reynolds-number dependence that was described (§I. I).
This device has been ased extensively, and is very helpful in many cases (Fig. 1, 5, 6b,
_.:, 7, 13 and 14). It has weaknesses. ]_ cannot account for reattachment. The weakest part
"" of the solution is the transition prediction (but this is true of any method). To obtain
a flow pattern that agreed with experiment in Fig. 7, the transition criterion had to be
9
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adjusted; the increase in Ro frem tile instability point to the transition point was taken
as half of Granville's correla'.,,ion. Another minor problem occurs ".'hen .:_uc ca2nct find
the front stagnation point because the flov', is too disturbed in fi'ont of the body. This
occ rs in t rotating-stall .alcula,tion, ee Fig. 14. :n timt case, one just bypasses the
r.,;- boundary-layer solution for this body at this step. Finally, the integral methods have a
tendency to predict separation a few wall points downstream of sharp corners, and one
needs to override this prediction and set. the w_rtices free a few points upstream of the
corner. Because of these issues, when ' " "s,.art4nb; with a new shape it is good practice _o first
simulate the flow without separation delay, th_n activate the device if there is a need for
it,, and carefully check the behavior of the boundary layers.
Figure 7 shows a case in which separation delay made a significant difference. An NACA
0012 airfoil is oscillating from 5° to 25_"at a reduced frequency of 0.25 (Spalart & Leonard
1981 ). The overall flow _,,trol_gly depends upon separation on the upper surface just behind
the leading edge, and this separation is controlled by transition in the boundary layer. The
Reynolds number was 2.5 106. The threes and moments on the airfoil were in very good
the agreement with experiments (Spalavt, Leoi_ard & Baganoff 1983).
8.3. ('horin5 tile method"
In 1978 Chorin introduced a vortex-like method for the boundary layer. As before, the
elements carry circulation, move with the tluid, and undergo a random walk for viscous
diffusion. However they are now "sheets" or "tiles" and the velocity is computed in a much
simpler mamwr thanks to the boundary-layer approximations (the tiles interact only with
their neighlmrs). This method is much cheaper computationally than the usual method
or 'leng's method (1982), and is designed for use in a hybrid algorillm'_, with conventional
w_rlices away from the wall. ('irculation is exchanged by lhe lwo subdomains, primarily
in the directi<m sheet ' bl<d_. ('.h_win discusses _iw (;oldslein singularity and the need
flw a viscous-inviscid cmmling strategy to remove it, but the subsequent users of the tile
method completely overlooked this issue.
Cheer (1983) applied the complete hybrid method Io the ti,_w past a circle and Joukovsky
airfoils, with Reynolds numbers c,f at)out 1000. She obtained flows wit h "laminar" behavior,
i.e., sel_aration as soon its the Immldary layer Clllers t.hc adw.rse pressure gradient, and
salisfa<'t_Jry drag and lift values. (;honielu ,k" (;agmm (19,'_7) applied it to an internal flow
; at rather low ileyn-hls mmlbers, which seen_s a little superthmus since there were no thin
_, !_<vmdary layers (the intl_w was a parabolic profile); quite pr<4)ahly a pure vortex-blob
method would <h_ jusl as well. llJ sun_n,ary, the tile method succeeded in introducinglhe b<mndary-layer character for the near wall ttow; it is fast and solves the first problem
des('ril)('d at the bc'Izinning of !i8 (the scale disparity), but not really the other two. The
c<mw'rKrnce <ff the rand<mvwalk nlethod is rather slow here as it is with hlobs. Als<_,the
(;ohlslein singularily is a major prol4em and ('horin himself (1978) did not assert, that it
was fully s()lve(I.
_._ 8.Is. ('o,,pl, uq with ,, fin,tc-diff, ,'c,tc, sohwr"
i As menliom'd ah_ve, Eulerian m,.'th<M._haw' _i_,niticant a¢ivantal_es for hnnndar.v lityers,
especially if they are steady or quasi-steady, which make._ the time integration undemand-
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ing. Furthermore, the location of the steep gradiems is known and it is easy to cluster
the grid points near the wall. This niol.]vai.ed an efforl 1,_ couple an inviscid vortex solver,
for the outer region, and a finite-dlZercm'e s<:,vcr, hw the wall region (Spalart, Leonard &
J Baganoff 1983).
g
i 0 0
"I 0
ooO%O0 0
0 0 0 0000000 o
Figure H. Sketch ,d lhe hybrid tinilc-ditl'crcn<'e/v,)rtex algorithin, o vortices; --
grid li,es; ....... veh)cily
The inner r,'t;ion is a lhin sl.ril_ ;,hm_ the w;d], ,see Fig. ,_. The boundary-layer vorticity
equations are s.olw.d usi,_; a slandard, i,,,l_]icit, <'c_llere,l liniie-dill'erence scheme (T. Pul-
lianl, personal communication I!ml_. SilJlph. lra,si!ioll and 1.url,ulence models are used.
The chalhmge is in the couplimz wiiiJ l],c outer rc_i,,l_. The iw_ regi_msexchaltge circu-
lation as in I,he tile met]..[, a,m<'_r_ii1,_4I,_the dirc,'ti-_! .f the w'locily al, the interface.
The coupling .f the w,]ocity fields is _nore <h'licale. A viscous-inviscid coupling was imple- :"
mented based on the <lisplacemr i thickness (the <'entroid of the inner-region vorticity). .+
The procedure is intuilively correct and very similar to the ones used in attached flows,
but there is no proof t.lml, it actually removes the Goldstein singularity, especially when :"
large alnounts of w, rticity cross the boundary. Some numerical difficulties (oscillations) in
the separalion region suggest lhal il does not (see Spalarl el al. 1983 for details). Partly
fi,r this reason, this method has ,,,1 been _ts robusl, and has received much less use than
lhe simpler "delay" melh,_d (!iS.2).
The met.hod however _av,' cncl,uragin_ rc,_tahs f.r the tlow past a circle. The "drag i
crisis" in this [low ai iicynohls _;uud,crs near 3 • 10r' is <Hie of the major challenges in l!
the field of viscous Ih_ws. The Ih,w wa._ cah'uhned t,,l Reyn,lds numbers between 104 t
(lhe I.wer lira ;+ for thin boundary layers to h_rm) 1_, 3 : 107 (I,eyond which there were
m} experimenls), l"i_;u,'¢"!l S]!_}WSl.h_tl ;l ,h'cr,'ase ill qlr;tg c,.'tlicient was _d_served, bu!
that the crisis itself (im'Imlin_ ,I.' _.,t<h'n dr.p l,, very low drag values and the steady
lifting stales observed in CXl)eritt_,'nls) was m,t. The dra_, decreased at, higher Reynolds
®
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Figure 9. Drag coefficient of a circular cylinder. -- average of experiments;
o calculation
numbers because the boundary layers transiti,,ned; tile turbulence model then kept the
i vorticity attached longer, so that it crossed the boundary into the outer region farther
downstream. This is illustrated ill Fig. 10; the mean streamlines, shown at Re - 10s and
l0 n, reflect the position of the separation re,ion. By symmetry, only half of the flow needs
to be shown. The Reynolds-number effect wa,; qualitatively correct,, and the quantitative
agreement with experiments, over a wide range of Reynolds numbers, was fair.
For the future, the use of an Eulerian solver for the inner region should be the most
efficient procedure. On the other hand, it is not the most elegant since it is a hybrid,
and the coupFmg and singularity issues definitely need to be re-examined. One could of
course solve the full Navier-Stokes equations in the im,,'r region; the obstacle there is
that one would need to solve a Poisson equation to obtain the velocity field, instead of just
integrating the equations uu = -_ and v v = -u, up from tl,e wall. The velocity boundary
condition on the interface would be a serious problem.
P
I
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Figure 10. Mean strcamli.cs past a circular ,'ylinder. a) R, lOS; b) Re 106
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,; 9. Practical aspects
Ill 9.1. Time.integration _chcnie_
_j A wide variety of time-integration scheme'; a:.,-eused in Computational Fluid Dynamics,and the clloice is often a iliall.er of taste in addition to the technical covcerns. Still, one
i can narrow down the choice considerably in the case of vortex methods. The first point is
thai all the schelnes used have I)een explicit schemes. To use an implicit scheme one would
. need to inverl (26) or at least, a linearized form of it, and (26) is too complex for this to be
chine efl]ciently. Moreover the u _ual stability advantage of implicit methods is much less
crucial with vortex methods than with grid-based methods (see below). ]'he second point
is that the most costly part of the algorithm, by far, is the evaluation of the time derivative
using (26). Also, the calculations use a relatively small aui,)unt of nlemory, so that storing
,_ld values of the tinle derivative is uot a prol)lenL This sliggests that multi-step schemes
are 1)referahle to l)redictor-correcl+)r schemes.
Based on these reluarks the aul}lor has used lhe Adams-Bashforth second-order schenie,
/3 .! )xj(I i At) :: xs(t ) -_ 51'/ ;)U(xj,/) - 9U(xj,/- At) (44)
k"
.: for the integration of (20), whicii represents a good coniproniise betweel, accuracy, siln-
pliciiy aiid c_,sl. A., u._ual, lhe fi_sl sz.ei) for each new vortex is done using the Euler
:: schenie, h liiiijl,rily (if the st u(lies in the literature used either the Euler first order scheme
! or [{ Ulige- K iltlli schcp.li's ¢)f sec¢lri¢[or fourth or({er (the l{ llnle- K utta see(in(l-order schenie
iS als(> kll<lWll as "moditi_'d Euicr +' or i'J-hlell'S sellelllO >' ). The use <if the low-order Fuler
schellie, w]lell Ill+' Adltnis-llasiif, Jrth scheme is ]lardly ln<,re ('ostly, w_s luotivated eilher hy
++question of ('oilsistellcy wilh lht' rand,>m-walk algoritlnn (in (:horin's method) or by a
faulty cl)ncelii ,)f minieri('al di._si!)aliolt, a._ discussed below.
The iniel4rai, ioli <if (2(i) is iilllsl, difticuh, wiien large accel<'raiions are eXlierienced by a
wirlex, typically wheli ii i._ ch,._,' i(_ ,tn<lth[.l" v(irt('x. 'l'h_'r¢'f(we a 14<_(J(ltii(idel llrollieul is
lhe II1OI.iOll(>fjusl lw<> voriic,.._ {Si)alart ,k' I,e<mai'd 19_1). The lJr+liilclli Cllll lie expressed
ill ccniiliit'x iiot.al.iiln aiid siliiplilil'd 1,,
d: if_ (4:la)
,41 - " '
:(_i) l (451))i
IP where z is lh(' ._elillrali<tll vel'l,lr lletwi,(,li tile tw_l vilrtices, z" is its COlljUl_ali' alid fl is a
['reqil<'ln+y. 'l'h(' exact ._,,]illi<lii i._ : _xtl(il+llj: the v_wtices orltii arouiid i'ach other with
illll411ilir ;'ehwiiy tt. Th,'ir _li._liliicc i,_,'<lll_ttllll. h i._ a glllld ('xi'rcise to ilrogrlllli ('t.r!) and
<lll._('l'V(' lht, ]l(,hlivilir with di|t'i,i,'iit liiiiiiel'ical schellit'._.
()IW thid,_ ihld will( ally ,'ichelllC, if till" lit(it, ._tetl At i,_ iilrKe ctlilipart.d with 1t1! ttie
" ._llliili_ni i_ iliiiccurale, lt_wt'ver du¢" t_i its ll(ililiiieltritv (45a) react._ rely ditt'erenily froni
'till lht. lilii'iir t'<llllili_lli._ thai ill'i' ti_tialiy ._tu<lil',i, ¢'.g., thi- ellllati_lll dzld[ i'llZ which has
_- lilt' S;ilIII" t'liicl _.l]lliitlli. l_._llllllV, a._ all explicit ._l'}li'llll' IJeC_iilii'S illiil'<'ilrale (I)i+CllllSe il i
is iil_l larl4i') il al,_,l tie¢olii('._ UliStabl,' aiid lht' ._(,liitillii _I',iWS ill ilitiliil,)' (it "bhlws Ull").
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With (,if, a) the d;'tapce 1,etween the w,rticcs grows until jzt"/_l is of the order of At,
_' lhen settles down. The vo.,lc,.s now ,wl)it at a lower angular veh)city, Q/[z[ _. With some
schemes Iz I will shiink again and in some cases one gets an oscillation, especially withle
multistep schemes as the primary and spurious roots allernal_vely (h,ininate (Spa!art &o
I,eonard 1.981). With thc Ad,tm.-1Lt._hforth scheme, such unphysical i>ehavior has not been
observed.
| The lesson t.o l)e h'arncd here, which holds in practice with many w)rtices and has
beets recognized by nsany authors (Milinazzo ,_,5Saffman 1977, etc.), is that in almost
all situations time-integrati(m errors lend to scatter the vortices. The scattering occurs
whenever the local rotation rate _ is large compared with 1 At and corrects itself, since
tlw scattering precisely reduces f_. The corollary is that a sustained instability, with the
solution "blowing Ul)" lo infinity, never occurs. In that sense, the method is "robust".
However, a solution catJ remain bounded and be very iliaccarate. Also, a scattering of
vorticity reduces the velocity fluctuations and the kinetic energy. In that sense, it represents
a mmwrical dissipaiion. 1,agrangian methods, unlike fixed-grid Eulerian methods, allow a
perfect convection of Ih)w structures by a tin'form velocity fiehl; however when gradients
are present inaccuracies show up as with any other method.
The scattering of w,rtices has implicalions for the invariants (11, 12, 15, 16). The total
w)rticity (9, 13) and the impulse (10, 14) are linear quantities in terms of the vortex
positions xj. Thereh)re with the common lime-integration schemes which are all mlear,
if (9, 10, 13, 14) are cons,'rvcd I)y lhe spatial discretization they are still conserved even
allowing for time-:lllegrali(m err,,rs ill (20). 'l'hi._ is I1(,1 so for lhe mini,near invariants
(ll, 12, 15, 16); (hey are (rely "'scmvc<)us(,rw,(l"" and ]lay(, <)flen ])('en v.;ed as measures of
the integratios: err()rs, i"<)rc,'itmph- Nakasimra. l,,,,,nard ,k"Spalart (l.q_2) (lelin('d a global
illeaSlll'(, ill the nuniq.ri('al (ti>sil)ali(m, ;tn "'('ff('('iiv+, visc()._ity", ,as('(l the time evolution
(,f(lS), i)ritttarily i(, VVl'i!v thai it wit> l)Ul(.ly ('au.,,+<l I)y lim(-inl(.:,'alion errors (iItdeed,
il WAS}. S()lii(' resi.li.).'('hl.r._ t)ushc(l llii._ re;iS,)liii!_.!; ()li<' ._le l) t(,() far, ('oliciu(tiliK thai lime-
ilileKrali_)ii el'rlirs wi.re ilv._italil(., sitic(, thvy ililriiduct, tile visco._iiy thai is si) d.ff','ult
I() ililri)duc,," liy ol',ier Ilil"aliS! l liey lhvii il_l, lhe liiiisl iilaccilri;l.(, alid dissiliative (when
ai)lilie,I Ill 1,15)) sch('lllt', lit(' lirsl-(w(h'r l']uh': SCtlelllt'. Nakasiilll'a t# al. Sievi'r inlli',ii,d tllat ,. '
the elreciive visc<Jsily ha<l iisiy lllellllilild , h,c,,iiy+ Moreow.r, if elrol'S arl" what l)liit- is after, t
it is chealier 1()jusl illl'ri.ast, lilt' lillie slel) , r;ither thall switchiilg i()it lower-order sclsetiie.
()lie tina] rVlliark ai)()lll ,_l,'a(ly th,ws. If Ihe velocity tiehl is naturally ,line-independent,
grid-Im._ed !lii'l hods ('ali its,tally find iht. solution fa._ter liy direct sollitioli (Jr ily lelaxation
trciin. lies lhais ])y a slrail4hlf_l:'w',i'il ililel.)ralit)ii its tiliSe. Wiirtex niethods do not have
,,his opiiiiii and tr+,iil itli) tl,)w a._l ilii('-iI(.liCii(leiit ; lhe v,rlices ililiV(" eveli iii it steady flow.
t I"lirl IIIlail'ly, Ill()sl Si'lial at,'(i ll,,w_ ar(' slr(,lil4ly .llisii'ii,IV, Sit this (litl'+.r(.nce is it(it (if !llileh
illll)()rlillil'e ill I)ra('li('i '. i
1
t
!1.2. ('¢,ri funcltiiii., i
Ill it S('l)araled-th,w ca!<'ulaliiin ,)11(' will li('('(l I,) I't)iillillil" /" and ]]' liianv limes, si) lhlit
I'. il is li('siriiliit' fiir I,iIh I<) hliv(. SilSitii)' fiil'llllliaS. ('l)li_l'qlll'lllly it i,_ I'l)llVi'llil'ilt ill l'hlilisi- i'
tlr.,i. As lilt'lilil)li(.d t'arlier ih,. (iltu,_,_iiili ('(,i'l, (21' *', ,,ill wilh a tix,'(I rltdils._ a sulistituted +
i f)ir V i't) is allritctiv+" I,,it i._ ,'Xl)('li>i_.(. 1,, ,i,liiliut(., it,ill yi,'l,ls ()lily _(,ciind-(irder afctsral'y.
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A very simple core profile was used in ali the cases shown in these notes:
r 2
F(r) - -..... . (46)
= r2+l
It is second-order accurate too. Its only weakness is that the vorticit.y decays rather
slowly at large distauces, like r -4, so that _.he residual vorticity mentioned ill _7.$. is not
negqgib]e. A vorlicity distribution with bounded support or at least faster than r -4 decay
would be preferable as far as the interaction with walls is concerned. Raid (1979) and
Beale & Majda (1982, 198,5) give formulas for higher-order cores. Recall that Perhnan
(1985) found that these performed better only if the vortices remained well-ordered, so
that in complex separated flows ,.hmr ae,vantage is probably marginal.
9.3. Control of lhe vortcz coa'nt
In most applications, many new vortices are created at. every time step and added to
the list,. For instance in the calculation of Fig. 1, there are about 1300 vortices ill total,
and 249 new ones are created ahmg lhe wail al each sl.ep. (',learly, useful calcuiations are
possible only if w)rtices are deleted at. ahoul, t.he same rate they are created.
First take the simple case of the mixing layer of Fig. 2. At. each step, one new vortex
is created at the trailing edfze, and one "old" vortex is deleted near the outflow boundary.
The easiest lmw"dure is t_ delete the .ldest vortex; a slighdy better one is to delete the
w_rtex that is farthest downstream. This makes little difference, because the last 10 or 20%
of the domain are not included in the m¢-asure.nents (e.g., velocities, Reynolds stresses)
anyway since that region is disturl)ed by the lack of vortices beyond the outflow boundary.
Either nlel,]lod allows one to generate a satisfactory statistically-steady state of the flow,
and 1.o maintain it as hmp_ as desired.
In the less simple (':tses with solid bodies, two operali(ms Mlow one to control the nunber
of vortices. The tilst one is ,.be abs(n'ption of vortices by lhe wall. When a vortex collides
with lhe wall, one has several options. One can reflect it. as in an elastic collision, ork
1 just push i1, back to the wall. A lhir(t option which is consislcnt with the treatment of
viscous Imunda.ries described in {i7.2 is silliply to delete the vortex. If Ibis is done before
the ewduatioh of ¢,y for (31), ll,e righi-hand side ,f (31) will reflect the loss of circulation
near the wall, and the new vortices will make tip for it. (also adjust the last. line of the
i right-hal,d side, (32)). This at_sorpl.ion procedure has the advantage of helping to contain[ • _
} the mlmber of vortices, and of slightly reducing the noise ne ,r the wall.
The absorption of vortices is helpful, but is not enough since it is not under the user's
c.nl.l'Ol; a majo, il.y of w)rtices slill Ieaw' the vicinity of the wall and move into the wake.
: Tiros _,n,' needs a more actiee and ad.i',lstable lneans _d"limiting N. This can be done by
merging v_wl.ices. The ll,'lt:_;d used is adapted fr,_l,l tl_zallo's (personal conmmnication,
; NASA Ames liesearch (.elllel': 1979). 1)effenbaugh ,k' Marshall (1976) also used a silnple
b merging device. At every sl0p, pairs of w_r,.ices are merged into single vortices. The goal
is to achieve lhis with the leasl alllOUllt of n,_dification of the velocity field.• i ]Since a large local Jl,_dilicali_m is unavo_tla _h', it nmkes sense i.,_ require that the velocity
in t.he fat" field be altered as lilt]- as possible. _upp,,se the vortices j and k are merged,
andthenew w_rtex is given ll_e circulation l" and lhe 1)osili¢m " Using complex notation
®
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50 P. R. Spalar_ iL, merging is a very noisy operation locally, and its effect on the convergence is unknown.¢ Therefore, it is not appropriate for all applications.
i
_1_ 9.4. Efficient programming: operation counts
.t,
Vortex codes are relatively easy to op'_inlize, because almost all the operations are sl)ent
,. conq)uting the N 2 interactions ill (26). _?hus one really needs to ol)tinfize only about ten
line'; of code. There are a Immber of nearly-obvious tips. The division by 27r and the x
product should be done outside the O(N") loop. The fornmlas for the two interactions,
k --_ j and j -* k, have a lot. in com:i_on, namely the computation of
After this, the c:iiculations Ft. and Fj are presumably different and the overlap ends. One
should have an outer leo t) (k - 2, N) and an inner loop (3 = 1,k -- 1) and compute (51)
only once. There is no need to slore i_.(wl',ich would occupy N 2 words of memory); use it
right away to increment U_. and "dj (or si, ore a]i tile j --+ k _,erms and sum them up outside
the j loop but inside the k loop). In 2D there is no need to compute any square root,
and one can avoid exponentials. Tile operation count is 8N 2 with the simplest core, (46),
and would be hardly higher for more complex but algebraic cores. In 3D, the symmetry
belween K.... j and j .... /,' is useful leo. One should also precompule quantities like the
tangent vector outside the O(N:) lo(.p.
In practice, periodic calculations could be much more expensive than unbounded ones,
because lhe stream function and it.s derivatives involve the computation of several com-
i plex exponentials N _ times (see §10.1), and exponentials cost many floating-point op-
era.tions. However, this drawback can be completely eliminated with a little extra pro-
gramming. One needs the values of exp(irr(z_. -- zj)/p) for all values of k and j. What
• one does 1)eft)re enlering the O(N "el loop of the wogram is to precompute and store
! eXl)(iTrz_./p) and exp(-- iTrz#/p) for every k. Then the operalion that is done N 2 times
_-, is exp(iTr:t./p) × exl) ( -irrz.i/p): tim exponentials have been eliminated. This can easily
i slw('<l u]) the execution by a factor of 4 or more, depending on the computer. In fact,
|lie (')( N 2 ) c(,lll])Ollellt of lhe ot)eration count is only 18N 2 so a well-t>r()grammed periodic
nwlh<,d is _)nly al)oul lwice a,s expensive as lhe unl)ounded-flow method. Thus there is no
re;_sm_ 1_ al)proximale (52) by taking abe tirst f_'w lerms in l, tle series, as has sometimesi
i" ])Cell (lone in the ])asl. The same trick applies to the comt)utation of l.he stream function
g,f at lhe wall tminls, for (31).
Anolher tip concerns l}le use of colnpi('x variables, in 2D. They are convenient, but.
" degrade th(" efficiency (,f ,_,ll,e comi)ul(.'rs I(, some cxWnt (the machines thai slow down
when the h),,l)S haw' sl¢ii)._,)f 2)..%row ll_a('hines even r('fu._e to vectl_rize any ]oot)s involving
COml)lex varial)les. This sll_uld i)e checked carefully before writing a code.
: Ilere we giw" tlow charts of two programs, umne(l KPI)I an(I KPD2. Both are availal)le
I'ronl (',O_MIC (a part of NASA) in l h_. U. S., as are their 1)eriodic counl.erparts for
ca.scades. A listing of KPD1 a.i._ois included in the author's thesis (Spalart, Leonard &
®
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Baganoff 1983) (there is an error on line 15, p. 107; replace NW by NWALL(L)I. KPD1
is the basic bluff-body code with no boundary layer treatment; KPD2 has the integral-
method treatment of the boundary layers (the "separation delay" of §8.2). The flow charts
provide an overview of the material covered until now, and specify the order in which the
various operations are performed.
Delete Vortices
..__q Create Vortices
that hit a wall
I Merge Vortices _ Advance Vortices
Figure 11. Flow chart of the KPD1 code
9.6. Assessment of the accuracy
This can be delicate in practice. Some numerical methods (in particular with explicit
time-integration schemes) give the user a strong warning when the time step is too long:
they "blow up". Other methods (spectral, for instance) generate "wiggles" which are also
a warning that liner resolution is needed. Vortex nacthods do not give such warnings; in
most applications the vortices look disordered, but the calculation never blows up. This
is partly due to its automatic conservation of some key integral quantities (9, 10, 13, 14).
Again, the possibility that the calculation is not accurate on small scales but is accurate
on the intermediate and large scales is likely.
The most prominent result of a bluff-body cMculation is the average drag coefficient
(,YD. We treated four shapes with sharp corners, so that the primary separation points
were tlxed, and compared with experimental results (Spalart 1984, and unpublished). The
shapes were a square, an equilateral triangle in two positions and a vertical fiat plate or
thin airfoil. They were all treated wilh the same code and roughly the same resolution
(typically 1000 vorlices). 'l'he results are summarized in a table (the _ indicates the
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, i
._-, Compute Pressure ___
, _ Compute
'_Boundary Layer,
i i SeparationPoints
Delete Vortices i i
that hita wall i i
' !
J CreatePermanent _
DeleteTemporary i ! and Terntorary
t, !
i_ Vortices _ i Vorticesk
Merge Permanent i '
____ Advance Vortices
[i Vortices , i
, i
Figure 12. Flow chart of the KPD2 code
direction of the freestream velocity).
Shape CD(calc.) CD(exp.) '
---* [] 1.5 2.
t, 2.9 2.
-_ ,_ 2.4 1.3
I 2.8 1.75
The uncertainty is at least ±0.2 on all the values. Even then, the disagreements are
significant. Note also that the calculation often over-predicts CD, but not always. In
general, the shedding frequency (Strouhal number) is better predicted than the drag. These
results are not very satisfactory, but. we were unable to improve them or to convincingly
demonstrate the convergence of the method, even via large variations of the numerical
parameters (N At, do etc.). The above table provides a severe but conservative estimate
of the performance of the author's method. In some cases, the agreement with experiment
is much better, within 5% (see §10.1).
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Many of the comparable methods also overpredic_ the drag. One reaction to this is to
introduce a "fudge factor" to bring the drag down. Arguing that cancellation of w}rticity
I_ of opposite signs occurs ill reality but not in the calculation (which is not even obvious)
,," some authors arbitrarily make the circulation of the vortices decay as they :nove into the
wake. By adjusting the decay rate on:' can _et any drag one wants. In the author's mind
the idea of inw)king Kelvin's theorem, I)ldl(ling a method artmnd it, and then violating it
just to fine-tune one global quald.ily, (YD. is st.range.
Milinazzo & Saffman (19]'7) already pointed out that "comparison with gross experimen-
tal features, such as drag, is not conclusive, and in any case the real flows are turbulent, and
therefore three-dimensional, at large Reynolds mmlbers." This poinl is valid, especially
if the experimental flow has large-scale three-dinlensionality. It is possible that much of
the drag difference is due to this effect. The author's calculation of dynamic stall (Fig. 7)
agreed with experiment better than those for steady bodies. In this case, the whole span
of the wing oscillates in phase, which makes the flow mor_ two-dimensional. The degree of
three-dimensionality of the flow past two-dimensional shapes, such as a circular cylinder
or a backward-facing st.ep, is a matter of debai.e and the subject of ongoing experiments.
Reliable numerical simulations should also be obtained in the next few years.
In summary, there is no re<'ipe for the estimation of l.he errors in a w)rtcx calculation of
a complex flow like Fi_. 1. It is e:_sential to monitor the vortices and w4ocity field as in
Fig. 1 or 4b, but this is only as g_<t as the user's intuition of what the flow should look
like. Finally, it should be remembered lhat we arc lookin_ at very challenging flows, if one
tackled the multi-elemenl airfifil with an existing finite-difl'erence method, very probably
l,ae best one c.uld do is a rather crn<le calculation which would not enter its convergence
pati.erl_, a.t h'ast not wil.h a reascma.lde number of i)oiiHs. One w.uld also 1)edependent on
crude transition mid lurbulencc nl,-h,ls similar i.o l.i_,,_, we used, so lhat the viscous effects
a.re very delicate with any nwlhod. When applied i._ complex flows, the vortex method
will not yield perfect results, but il will yieM very useful ones.
l-_t_ t,%. w._ ._ _t _
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I0. Treatment of cascades and screens
10.i. Spatially-periodic flows
The computation of two-dimensioaal flows that are spatially periodic m one direction is
._ ahnost as simple as that of unbounded flows, and is useful fi)r tile treatment of temporally-
developing mixing layers and of cascades, for instan,:e. (',,mqflex notation is convenient
here. Lamb (1945, p. 224) gives the fi:_rmv,la for the stream fuI_,ction generated by a row of
vortices of circulation F at the points Zo + rip, n being any integer (z0 and p are complex):P
, F[ ]_/,(z) = 2; log sin( 7r(z - Zo)p- ) • (52)
Compare this formula with (8). This function can be regularized by a "core" as in un-
bounded flows and a convenient one is the analog of (46):
The rest. of the method is identical to _he unbounded ca,;e; one simply substitutes (53), for
the stream function, and its derivatives, for the velocity. See §9._ for a tip in programming
(53). To make the visualizations consistent one chooses a "main period" between some
value zl and zl -4-p; if a vortex moves out of the main period (i.e., if the real part of
(z - z_ )/p leaves the interval [0, 1]) the vortex is translated by +p so that all the vortices
can be seen next to ea.ch othe:'.
[ An example of a periodic calculation is the study of a row of chevrons, shown in Fig. 13.
These chevrons were candidates for an acoustic barrier around the inlet of a wind tunnel a.t
NASA Ames Research Center. The pressure drop across the barrier was estimated to be of
the order of 5 to 10 times th dyr, a,nic pres ure, bas d on the ratio of the open area to the
t
r pitch of the cascade (esser, tially the argument of Batchelor, 1967, p. 375). The calculation
predicted a much larger value: XfJ t.imes tile dynamic pressure. The issue was settled ,
when experiments by Professor 3. l'_ss (Michigan State University) produced a value of _'' _
82. Such losses were unacceptable, and the design was dropped. The open-area argument
vastly underestimated the loss of energy in the i:_owdue to the repeated separations. This
i was one of the more successful and directly use';',_dapl)lications of the method.
k
10.2. A simple ,,o,.fcl fov screens*
- Scr'_'ens are often used in wind tunnels to generate hc,mogeneous turbulence, to introduce
I a pressure drop (e.g., fi_r mixing-layer studies), or sometimes to smooth out an irregular ,:
tlow and prevent separation on a cascade. Here we pre_ent a simple, macroscopic model 1
' that can account for the latter three effects and is a good exercise in itself. It was used in 1e chevron calculations (se Fig. 13). it could be used for nonp riodic geometries too.
Consider for simplicity a screen along the y axis in two dimensions. We model it as
a pressure jump Ap(y) : p(0 _,,y) - p(O-,y). The effect of the screen on the fluid is
equivalent to a body force f _: Ap(!t)b(.r)ex with b the one-dimensional Dirac distribution !
(9
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Figure 13. Flow past two rows of chevrons. -.. vortices; ..... forces; slreamlines;
- - - SCi'ee]l
and ex the unit vector in ,r. T() ot, lain lhe effect ()n lh(" v()rlicily we lake the curl of f
which is - d(Ap)/dfl b(.,'). There is a genera ti,)n ()f v()riicily al lhe rate - d(Ap)/dy per
unit length in !/and unit lime. 'l'lfs is easily z_,,)deled by creating n<'w vortices along l he
screen at. each time slep.
We still have to prescritw lhe value of Ap. In lhe chevrmi calculations a pressure drop
il i,roportionai io lhe h)cal dynanfi(" ])res._,_r,,w_,s assu]_,(,(I, lhal is: Ap - (' ul,i/2 where _,
is the hwai veh)city in lhe .r direcli(m ;llld (' is a i)()siliw" ('onstant and in general del)ends
P" on the solidity of the screen, i.hv shape (,fth(" bars, and s(, (m. (.' was se! t,,I 2. Near the
r center of Fig. 13 l.here is a jet (ch,sely spaced sl]'eanllines, c<,rresponding l.()high velocity);
, notice how it spreads out when il. en('()unl.evs the resistance of the screen, as exl)ected ,
resulting in a slighllv m()re unif()r,n flow h('llind die scr(.ml.
So far, the Siml)h'st nleth()(I has t)e(.n used f()r the t inw inlegralion: lh(' value ()f . at._ one ste l) is used I(i ('()Inl)ule A.p ;,Jill lhe ('il'('lll;tli,,ll _)f fill.' ilew vortices f()r lhe next slel).
" This lnet.h()(I worked with I]1,. liilTiillll>lol'S ilS('(l ill llie c]l('vr(,n study, I)ul will t)ro(luce ilil
I
iustahilily for ];ll't(e eli()ll_,;]l viiiu,'s ,)J" lhi' l)r(i(tucl ('i.iA//A.q, where A,q is the Slia('ill _ of 0
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i Figure i4. Propagation of a stail cell in a cascade• ... vortices; I forces;-- streamlines
the points that describe the screen. _%_rlarge values of the product (in the linfit C --, c_
• one actually has a solid wall) one will need a fully coupled algorithm, instead of one which
_. goes back and forth between the fluid and the screen.;-.
i:.i I0.:t. Computation of rotating _tall in a cascade"
The periodic versiou of the method was also apt)lied to two-dimensional cascades of
: airfoils with the hope of observing "rota_.ing stall", or more appropriately "traveling stalr'
(since the cascade is actually not circular). \Vhen a compressor stalls, the stall pattern is
" often uneven from blade 4o blade, anc_ sta|l cells tend to propagate around the compressor
at a fraction of the velocity of the blade,_. Such a flow i_wolves a multit)ly-connected domain
(since s('veral blades are i_v(,ived) and la,'_;(" regions of separati,m, which makes it a good
can(li(hd.e for the vort('x meth(,(l.
l'sgure 14 is taken fr,)m Spalart (,.,84, 19,_.",). r_ve NA .A 0012 airfoils are included
within the mm_eri('al period p. They art' at ,15° 1() the t)hu_e of the cascade. The incoming
flow, of magnilude i/0, gives lhem a 30 ° incidem'e. Let c denote the chord of the airfoils;
the l)ilch was chosen equal to c. The lime inlcrval between frames in the figure i:_2c/Uo.
The ('(,uqmtatiou was sl;_l'l('(J from irro_.ati,mal th,w wilh a dil)()h" in lhe wake (to break the
1)lade-to-blade periodicily) axM has been running loug (-hough t(, reach a well-developed
slate (see Spalart 1995 for lhe transi('nt behavior and other valuos for tile stagger and
I_ inflow angles)• One observes a stall c(.il which alters the flow near two of tile blades,
I_ and drastically reduces or even reverses _he mass flux between them. The cell propagates
upwards at. about 40% of U0. This figure, and the flow pattern, are in qualitative agreement
with fl(1)w visualizations, hut more detaile( comparisons were not attempted. The method
is limited by its reliance on rather cru(l( transition and turl)ulence models (as in the
dynamic-stall study), by the resolution wh:ch is becoming marginal (100 wall points and
_.i._ 300 vortices per blade), and by the fact. that it is two-dimensional. However Spezlale, Sisto
_ _i' & Jonnavithula (1986) extended the study to camt)ered airfoils and a wider parameter
range.U
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11. Time-saving algorithms*
11.1. Vorlc_-in-ccll methods*
These methods discard the Green's-funclion apl_roach (3, 6, _;) and ._olw. the Poi,_._on
.C equation fi)r the slreal_J function I_v a grid method (Christiansen 1973). Tylfically, with
/V' grid points the so]ul,ion is obtained ilJ O(N' log(N')) olwrations, so if N _is comparabh"b,g- ',
I_ with N the vortex-i.-cell mel, h_d is lllllch fa..4ler th;|ll |,h(" O(N 2) I|le|ho([. In practice N'
p is at least as large _,.sN, and could be |linch larger if the vorticity dislribution is very
int._'rmittent. The procedure is to deline a grid and to obtain vorticity values at the grid
_, imints according to the circulation of t.he w_rtices (if any) present in the adjoining cells. The
w_rticity is "transferred" 1o lhe grid, but _mly f.r the Poisson solution; the vortices reLain
their identity. The I.'auly _f this i_.'ll.,d is lhatit slill has the ._w-disl)ersi<m advantage of
other vortex m('tl._cls. Once lhe slream function is available it, is differentiated to obtahl
Ihe grid values of the w.locily. The velocity is lhen interpohded to the l)osilion of the
vortices and lhe w_rtices are moved, thus completing the work fi)r this time step.
The I)es! applications are those ill which N' call be kept 1,0 a value close to N, that is,
when |,he vorlicai region is rather prediclaiJle and of simple shape, for instance an iidernal
flow or a nlixing layer (Aref ,_" Siggia 19.q0, (',ouiq, 13uneman & Leonard 1981). In such
cases, one can save a large fraction of the computational effort. The method is not grid-
"; free, and since boundary conditions arc needed on 4' the grid has to be body-fitted. This
_: would I>e a serious drawl>ack in engineering applications. Note also that the transfer and
interpolation steps have a cost only O(N), but are hardly vectorizable. Another topic of
research is in lhe I.cal err_rs associated with the exchange of inf_wma,t,ion between the
regularly-arranged grid points and the w)rtices, which can fall ill any re_ion of tile grid
('ell. The grid deslroys the is.tr.)py of the algorilhm, and in _zen('ral a vor|ex will |lave a
spurious selfindu('ed vehwily. See the work l)y (',o.i;1 _t .l. (1981) alibi Anderson (19851)).
11.2. l,.mpi.y m_ lh.d._"
'l'hes_. :,,Hh,,ds still use It." ]li_l-,Savart al)t)r_,aclL, l)ul r.._hlce l],e (qwralion ('OUllt I)y
al)l)roxinla.liu _ s(,_l_,' ,,f |he interacli,m l('l'l_s iu (2t;). u,_inlz Taylor expal_sions. Sl)alar_. & :,
I,eonal'd (1981) I)res_'lde(l such an allz_,riihl_, clai_uil,g an OlWl'ati,,l_ c_m_ll of order N "a/''-
I,. (;re,..gard ,k" ih,khli. (t.tl_7) cla,i_ O(A) for _t.'ir alg;orilhnl. Divide llw d.main where
Ill,' vorlices are into a regular _,rr.y .f c,.il... ']'h," cells are of size 1, large enough to ('onlain
_l_any vortices each (ill conlrasl wilh 11.. w_rtex-i.-cell melhod). TI.'y can ow.rlap with
llw solid I,,,ly; in lhat sense the melh_,d is "l)ractically '' grid-Ire," since ll_'" grid is not
b_,ly-lilled. N,_w c,,sid,'r two, c_.lls lhal are sel_arated by al h,asl a few limes I. The
I_ i,teracli_ms ar_' i)r_,l,_rli_mal Io 1/:, u._iu_,c.nq)h'x mdalion. This fum'l.i,m is analytic and
has a rapidly c,mv,'r_il_ 'l'ayl,w expal_silm. If ZI. altd Zh are the cell ceulers, Zl is in cell
:' /., and :: in c,'ll h, w,. 'l'ayh,r-expand lhe fm,'li,_u 1/': i, lhe vicinil 7 _,f Zh .... ZI.; see
I"ig. 15.
There are s('veral _pl.i_ms. The r:.quirenwnt is 1_, incur a relative error of less than some
IL_. slnall mmd-'r ( ,ill any _,1'lhe ler|us. Spalart ,k' I,eonard cl,_se to use a varying numl)er ,ff
" " t('rlllS (h'pendit_K o, Ill,' value .f iZh ZLI/I (ll_,,re l('rltlS if it is small). If the cells are
i neighbors lhe inl.eraclious are Cl_llll)llled vortex-by-v_l'lex, becallS(' l lie Taylor exp;tllSiOll
9
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Figure 15. Schematic of cell-to-cell il_tecactions in tile "lumping" methods
k•
fails (i.e., it is too close to its radi,_s of convergence). One can optimJze tile number of
cells, and the best value is of order N z/_ '_.',_eoverall cost, for a fixed value of _, is then
of order N 3/2. Greengard & Rokhiin (i987) cai'ry the i_i_:a further by nesting the cells.
There are many levels of lumpii_g, it, essence they keep IZK -ZL}/I roughly constant,
instead of varying the number of terms. Spalart & Lc,.,,ard wasted terl_s on the very-well
separated cells (large IZh" -- Zt.i/l). The nesting removes the t_ced for computing many
vortex-by-w_rtex terms. On the other ha,ld, one lieeds many more cells. Greengard &
Rokhlin's arrive at an operation count of order N log:(_).
GreengarJ & Rokhlin's statemen; that the cost is of order N is not rigorously correct,
because _ is not. a constant (there is no reason why it should equal the precision of the
computer). For the method to converge, { must tend to zero like some poweI of N as N
tends to o¢. Thus the cost is really of order Nlog2(N). Similarly, Spalart & Leonard's
N 3/_ estimate should be rev;sed upwards, at least to N3/2log(N), because as _ ---, 0 one
i needs to include more Taylor terms for a given separation. A factor log(N) is not very
important especially since larger values of N ",reprove the throughput of the computer, but
P ot:e likes to be rigorous if possible.
In practice, Spalart &; Leonard's algorithm was helpful _n serial computers (CDC 7600)
with _ = 10 -2, but was hardly worth the effort on vector computers (Cray IS), because it
makes vectorization difficult and results in short loops. One probably needs thousaads o1
vortices for the lumping to bring a significant impr_wez::, at (the gather-scatter capabilities
of the newest machines may make a difference). (;reet_gard & Rokhlin report an impressive
advantage starting with a few hu_dred vortices aI:d with t _ 10-s, again on a serial
machine (a VAX 8600). The performance of tht'ir method on a vector machine will be
®
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extremely interesting. The nested method is very promising, and the fact the grid does
not interfere with the body is a definite advantage over vortex-in-cell met, hods. Also, empty
cells do not consume any work. The extension to 3D will require more work since we are
not just considering the function l/z, but is possible.
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